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6.07.1 Introduction

Magmatism is directly linked to tectonism. Where

there is no tectonic activity, as in continental shield

regions, there is no magmatism. Tectonic activity is a

clear sign of convection in the mantle and often the

crust, although the associated length scales may be

much different. Relative to conduction of heat, con-

vection moves material at rapid rates. This manifests

itself in the inability of rock to cool easily during

convection, which, coupled with the condition that

much of the lower crust and mantle is already near

melting, brings on melting as rock is adiabatically

convected through a solidus. Convection through a

phase boundary is the major process of producing

magma on Earth. This form of melting is progressive,

and instabilities associated with the field of affected

rock, which depend on the size of the field, the

degree of melting, and the nature of the melt itself,

simultaneously arise to collect and transport the

magma upward to Earth’s surface. Most magmas

thus arise through partial melting of source or parent

rock. The collected magma may contribute to vol-

canism or, perhaps more often, become stalled at

depth in plutonism. This overall process is called

‘magmatism’. This is the process that has given rise

to the diversity of rocks on Earth’s surface and per-

haps also to the very structure of Earth itself. Within

any process of magmatism there are certain physical

and chemical processes that are truly fundamental to

shaping the behavior and outcome of the magma and

it is these that are considered herein.

Volcanoes on a planet reflect the physical pro-

cesses at depth of magma production, collection, and

transport. This is in contrast to magma produced

in situ through an externally applied heat source as

in partial melting of granitic continental crust by

emplacement of higher-temperature basaltic magma

in underplating (Bergantz, 1989) or prolonged hea-

ting of wall rock on the conduit of a volcanic system.

Meteorite impact is also an effective means of magma

production. The Sudbury melt sheet of Ontario,

some 35 000 km3 of magma, was produced in 5 min

by a 10–12 km bolide 1.85 Ga. Wholesale melting of

continental crust produced a magma superheated to

�1700�C, which is never found in endogenetic mag-

matism. Only the prolific volcanism of Io, due to

viscous dissipation in tidal pumping by Jupiter, is

similarly superheated. The most voluminous and

steady magmatisms of Earth, like those of the ocean

ridges and Hawaii, erupt magma at or near the liqui-

dus, but never superheated. The low crystallinity of

these magmas reflects this high-temperature eruptive

state, whereas many island arc magmas, especially

the andesitic ones, can be of high crystallinity; the

most dangerous ones flirt with the point of critical

crystallinity at 55 vol.%. As the phenocryst content

approaches maximum packing at critical crystallinity

the magma becomes a dilatant solid, expanding upon

shear. The volcano becomes, in effect, corked or

plugged, and can only erupt explosively. High-

temperature, low-crystallinity basaltic magmas are

not generally explosive, but the exceeding mobility

of the lavas is dangerous. Cinder cone volcanism,

commonly areally sporadic and associated with alkali

basalts, is just the reverse. The early phase of volcan-

ism is explosive, almost regardless of crystal content,

but the associated lavas are sluggish and immobile.

Explosiveness can thus reflect an enhanced volatile

content, high crystallinity, or high silica content.

The pattern and style of magmatism intimately

reflect the nature of the causative process. Globally

widespread magmatism, as on Io, reflects planetwide

melting as in tidal pumping or a heavy impact flux.
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Linear arrays or strings of magmatism, as along ocean

ridges, island arcs, and some ocean islands, reflect

melting associated with thermoconvective flows

tightly focused within the phase field of the source

rock. That is, either the thermal regime or the source

material (or both) is spatially focused. Areally wide-

spread, small-volume magmatism as, for example, that

of cinder cone fields, reflects a pervasive, marginally

focused convective flow, much like a broad low-pres-

sure system in the atmosphere, where melting

instabilities are mainly due to local irregularities in

the source rock detailed composition. Typical convec-

tive flows of this nature are the broad, gently

upwelling flows associated with the wedge flows dri-

ven by subduction. Widespread, but voluminous

magmatisms, as in the silicic volcanism of the western

United States over the past 50 My, reflect convective

stretching and destabilization of the continental litho-

sphere. The asthenosphere thermal regime is, in effect,

brought to the Moho where vast regions of continental

crust of irregular thickness are accessible to melting.

Volcanoes themselves, as opposed to impact melt

sheets, reflect deep-seated, endogenetic processes,

and in a simple way the volcanic edifice is a measure

of the hydrostatic (i.e., magmastatic) head of the

system. The size of volcanoes also reflects the activity

or strength of the system, the mobility of the source

relative to the surface plate, the strength (and thus

age) of the local lithosphere, and the intensity of the

gravitational field. The largest volcanoes in the solar

system are in the Tharsis Bulge region of Mars.

Olympus Mons is 30 km tall and 850 km in basal

diameter. Martian gravity is weak, the lithosphere is

very old and strong, and the source has evidently

been immobile relative to the surface plate. For a

given areal extent, the volcanoes of Venus are the

shortest, reflecting the high-temperature, weak nat-

ure of the Venuisian lithosphere. This is broadly

similar to the volcanoes within the rift zones of

Iceland, where isostasy is rapid (�1 km My�1) due

to the thin, hot, and weak crust.

The plumbing of magmatic systems begins in the

source region and ends at a volcano or pluton.

Knowledge of the structure of volcanoes and plutons

comes mainly from direct observations of field rela-

tions in deeply eroded terrains. The deeper source

regions can be sensed, in terms of depth, degree of

melting upon extraction, and source material,

through geochemistry. Detailed knowledge of the

physical state of these systems comes mainly from

modeling and rare, well-exposed crustal rocks.

Hypocenter distributions, particularly in active,

voluminous systems, like Hawaii, are valuable in

inferring the deeper geometric form, extent, and

sense of connection between eruptions and deep

transport. Some styles of harmonic tremor, which

sometimes occurs during eruptive stages, seem to

indicate the pre-eruptive state of magma held in

vertically oriented cylindrical conduits. Ground

deformation associated with tumescence prior to

eruption consistently indicates through elastic mod-

eling a local, near-surface staging region, which is

commonly identified with the concept of a magma

chamber. This is reinforced by the very nature and

pervasiveness of plutons. Overall, the most com-

monly held conceptualization of a generic magmatic

plumping system has a deep source region linked to a

near-surface magma chamber through a poorly

discerned transport region. Aside from the gross

inferences from seismic studies, the intervening

plumbing linking source to near surface, the ascent

path, has been difficult to ascertain. Although magma

perhaps spends most of its life in this part of the

system, it has, per force, been largely ignored physi-

cally and chemically due to lack of a clear and

detailed conception of this important feature. This

basic magmatic architecture, source, ascent path,

chamber, and pluton or volcano, is found in different

forms in most magmatic systems (see Figure 1).

Magma chamber is a particularly important con-

cept. Volcanologists use the mechanics of magma

chambers to handle all the major and subtle chemical

and textural transitions necessary to link one lava to

another. Successive lavas may give a time record of the

operation of a magma chamber, although the actual

chamber can never be sensed. Plutons are, in a strong

sense, actual magma chambers, but the sense of how

they operated in real time has been largely lost through

protracted crystallization and annealing, and the nature

of the connection of plutons to either volcanoes or to

the deeper, ascent path of the system is not at all clear.

6.07.2 The Nature of Magma

Magma is a viscous fluid consisting most often of

polymerized silicate melt, crystals, dissolved gasses,

and sometime bubbles and foreign chunks of crystals

and rocks. Of all the fluids provided by Nature,

magma is perhaps the most intriguing. In traversing

the melting range, a span of �200�C, magma viscos-

ity increases by a factor of 1018 (MKS or CGS), which

is the largest change of any physical parameter for

this temperature change. Crystals spontaneously
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nucleate and grow, modifying both the local buoy-

ancy and melt composition, furnishing swarms of

particles of a wide range of sizes that sort by size

and density and stick together, welding tightly to

form strong, truss-like, networks at many degrees of

crystallinity.

6.07.2.1 Transport Characteristics

Heat and mass transport are slow in magma. Thermal

(K ) and chemical (D) diffusivities are small (typically

�10�2 and �10�6 cm2 s�1, respectively) and kine-

matic viscosity (v) is large, making the Prandtl

(Pr ¼ v/K), Schmidt (Sc¼ v/D), and Lewis

(Le¼ K/D) numbers each large as opposed to molten

metals with small Pr. That is, vorticity, heat, and mass

can each be described by an equation of the form

qA

qt
¼ B

q
2A

qX 2
i

½1�

where A is vosticity, temperature, or mass concentra-

tion, B is kinematic viscosity, thermal diffusivity,

or mass diffusivity, and Xi is a spatial dimension.

A scaling analysis of this equation relates the char-

acteristic distance (�) of diffusion associated with

each of these processes to the transport property B

and time (t), yielding

� ¼ CðBtÞ1=2 ½2�

where C is a constant near unity in magnitude. The

dimension � is a measure of the diffusive layer thick-

ness during the flow of momentum, heat, or mass.

And the relative thicknesses of these layers is thus

measured by

�v

�T

�
v

K
¼ Pr ðPrandtl no:Þ ½3�

�v

�D

�
v

D
¼ Sc ðSchmidt no:Þ ½4�

�D

�T

�
D

K
¼ Le ðLewis no:Þ ½5�

Notice also that Pr ¼ Sc Le.

As an example of the value of these relative

measures, for magma with a kinematic viscosity of

102 cm 2 s�1 moving 1 km along a wall at the rate of

0.1 cm s�1, the momentum boundary thickness will

be about 400 m. The thermal boundary layer will

have a thickness of about 4 m, and the mass boundary

layer thickness will be about 4 cm.

With Pr being a measure of the relative thicknesses

of viscous or momentum to thermal boundary layers,

momentum boundary layers are much thicker than

thermal boundary layers, making the boundary layer

approach for momentum transfer in fluid mechanics

generally not a useful approach, unlike in metallurgy

where Pr is small. Thermal boundary layer approaches,

on the contrary, are highly valuable. Similarly, from

the Schmidt and Lewis numbers, chemical boundary
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Figure 1 Magmatic systems (left) are an integrated collection of sills and connecting conduits linking a source region to

the near surface and volcanic centers. The thermal timescales (right) for solidification vary throughout the system due to the

local thermal regime and the length scale of the system.
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layers due to chemical diffusion are much thinner than

both momentum and thermal boundary layers (see

Figure 2). Diffusion halos about growing crystals, for

example, are exceedingly thin and contamination by

xenoliths affect only narrow margins. In many ways,

this makes solving magmatic transport problems

straightforward. Thin thermal and chemical boundary

layers are embedded in wide shear zones where the

variation in velocity is broad and gentle. We shall soon

see, however, that the unusually strong effects of vari-

able viscosity, as mentioned already, partly mitigate

this attractive feature of many magmatic flows. Some

of this viscosity effect comes from the increasing silica

content of the melt as crystallization proceeds, but by

far the most serious effect comes from the increasing

concentration of crystals themselves and the interac-

tions among these solids. These characteristics affect all

aspects of magma generation, transport, differentiation,

and eruption.

6.07.2.2 Phase Equilibria

The melting behavior of a typical basaltic magma, in

terms of phase equilibria, as a function of pressure is

shown by Figure 3. The high-temperature boundary

beyond which (in temperature) no crystals exist is the

‘liquidus’ and the lower boundary below which the

magma is completely solid, is the ‘solidus’. In between

these boundaries are phase fields delineating the sta-

bility of various mineral phases. Two magmas are

indicated, one is free of dissolved water (dry magma)

and the other (wet magma) contains a few percent

dissolved water, where the point of saturation occurs

at about 2 kb (0.2 GPa, 200 MPa). The solubility of

water (and CO2 and SO2, the other principal volatile

species) is directly proportional to the confining pres-

sure, or depth in Earth, and there is also a point (�10–

15 kb) at which no more water can be dissolved in the

magma. At this point, the magma contains about

25 wt.% water, which is equivalent to the molar pro-

portion of water in seawater (�96%). Magma in this

condition, should it ever be achieved, is an aqueous

solution with a silicate solute. At pressures above the

indicated point of saturation at 2 kb, the wet magma is

undersaturated with water and the phase diagram is

geometrically similar to that of the dry magma, except

that it is at a significantly lower temperature. This

difference, as will be treated later, has a profound

effect on the characteristics of eruption.

6.07.2.3 Solidification Fronts

Between the liquidus and solidus the magma is a

physical and chemical mixture of liquid (melt) and

crystals (and perhaps bubbles). The properties of this

mixture are complex and exceedingly important at

every stage of a magma’s life in determining the set of

dominant physical and chemical processes involved

in shaping the magma’s behavior. The buildup of
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Figure 2 The types of boundary layers and their

characteristic length scales operating in magmatic systems.
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Figure 3 The general phase equilibria for basaltic magma

as a function of pressure for dry and wet magmas. The

adiabatic ascent path is indicated for the dry magma and

also is the effect of rapid cooling due to superheating and

convection. For the wet magma, the near surface liquidus

may be below the 1-atm solidus temperature.
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crystals with decreasing temperature between the

liquidus and solidus for typical basalts is shown by

Figure 4. Nucleation and growth of crystals begins at

the liquidus, by definition, and with decreasing tem-

perature crystallinity (�, or crystal fraction) at first

builds up slowly and then more rapidly as crystal-

linity reaches 50 vol.% after which it again builds

increasingly slowly with approach to the solidus.

Near the liquidus, where crystallinity is low and

crystals are small, the magma is a ‘suspension’. Here

the crystals can settle relative to one another without

much hindrance from one another, but since they are

small, settling is slow. This state holds to a crystal-

linity of about 25 vol.% where the viscosity of the

mass (see below) has increased by a factor of 10 over

that at the liquidus and the crystals now ‘feel’ the

presence of one another as they move. Motion of a

single crystal causes a shear flow extending out �10

radii which entrains neighboring crystals. There is

also some observational (Marsh, 1998) and experi-

mental (Philpotts and Carroll, 1996) evidence that,

especially in plagioclase-bearing basaltic magmas, a

‘chicken-wire’ network of crystals may develop that

gives a certain structure and strength to the magma.

Beyond the suspension zone where crystals are (ide-

ally) still separated from one another is the ‘mush’

zone, which persists until the crystallinity reaches the

state of maximum packing where the crystals are all

touching. This occurs when crystallinity reaches

about 55 vol.% (�� 0.55). At this point, the crystals

are tacked together to form a solid framework of

some strength (e.g., Marsh, 2002). In essence, the

magma is now a rock and can no longer flow as a

viscous fluid. The remaining melt, which is intersti-

tial to the crystals, can still move, but as a porous or

Darcian flow (e.g., Hersum et al., 2005). Because of

this overall strength, which is found in Hawaiian lava

lakes to be drillable, this region is called the ‘rigid

crust’. These three zones, then, suspension, mush,

and rigid crust, make up all magmatic ‘solidification

fronts’. A solidification front (see Figure 5) is the
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Figure 4 The variation of crystallinity in basaltic magma at

any pressure as a function of temperature.
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Figure 5 Upper solidification front propagating inward (down). The base or outermost edge of the front is defined by the solidus

and the leading, innermost edge is the liquidus. The overall thickness of the front increases with time and the rate of thickening

depends on the local thermal regime. The inset depicts the framework-like structure of the crystal at about 30% crystals.
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active zone of crystallization that forms the perimeter

of all magmas. Solidification fronts are dynamic in

the sense that they continually move in response to

the prevailing thermal regime or state of heat transfer

from (or sometimes to) the magma. All crystalliza-

tion, by definition, takes place within solidification

fronts. And it is within these fronts that physical and

chemical processes take place to modify magma

composition and texture and the behavioral character

of the magma is determined. Beyond the solidifica-

tion fronts, in the magma interior, there are no new

crystals and hence no processes operate there to

separate crystals and melt (more below).

As magma approaches the point of maximum

crystal packing, where f � 0.55, it undergoes a dra-

matic rheological transition. It becomes a dilatant

solid, which means that the mass of crystals and

melt upon being sheared expands as neighboring

solids try to move outward and around one another

to accommodate the shear. When this condition is

reached for magma in the throat of a volcano, the

volcano becomes plugged and can no longer emit

lava. With continued cooling and crystallization in

the magma below, gases exsolve that can build pres-

sure to the point of catastrophic failure of the entire

edifice. This condition will be discussed again

shortly. The dynamics of solidification fronts mea-

sure the dynamics, especially the rate of cooling, of

every magma from deep chambers to lava flows.

6.07.3 Crystals in Magma

All magmas can be separated into two groups accord-

ing to the sources of the constituent crystals:

(1) crystals grown in the present cycle of active

solidification fronts, and (2) crystals inherited or

entrained from prior crystallization events, including

crystals from disaggregated wall rock. It is fundamen-

tal to the study of every magmatic rock to recognize

the provenance of the constituent crystals. Crystals

have historically been separated texturally into phe-

nocrysts and groundmass. Phenocrysts are unusually

large or otherwise distinctive crystals and ground-

mass is commonly tiny crystals interstitial to any

phenocrysts. The distinction is most apparent in vol-

canic rocks, but is also often clear in many plutonic

rocks and the textures are called porphyritic. It has

long been assumed (e.g., Turner and Verhoogen,

1960; Carmichael et al., 1974) that phenocrysts repre-

sent crystallization at depth under slow, protracted

cooling, and groundmass crystals the latest rapid

phase of cooling associated, in volcanic rocks, with

eruptive processes or emplacement processes in plu-

tons. The apparent sharp change in crystal size

between phenocrysts and groundmass upon quanti-

tative examination using measured crystal size

distributions (CSDs) shows that most crystal popula-

tion are actually continuous in size from phenocrysts

to groundmass. This feature is characteristic of active

crystallization where a time span of active nucleation

has given rise to large crystals. Yet there are many

magmas that have inherited crystals from earlier

solidification events and these crystals are valuable

indicators of dynamic processes involving crystal

entrainment and transport. Recognizing the distinc-

tion between these two classes of crystals is of critical

importance to understanding magmatic processes.

Yet, it has proven elusive in some magmatic bodies

to recognize imported crystals, which has led to

faulty reasoning in deciphering magmatic history.

These two regimes, which for convenience are

hence forth referred to as phenocryst free and phe-

nocryst bearing, are next considered in some detail to

emphasize this importance, beginning first with crys-

tallization controlled by solidification fronts.

6.07.3.1 Solidification Front Crystallization

or Phenocryst-Free Magmas

Solidification fronts are packaged between the liqui-

dus isotherm at the leading edge and the solidus

isotherm at the trailing edge. Nuclei and superclus-

ters already present begin to grow in earnest at the

leading edge of the solidification front and these

crystals continue to grow as the front passes through

the region of melt. In the strictest sense, the melt is

stationary and the solidification front moves through

the melt transforming it into a crystalline mass. In the

leading part of the solidification front, the suspension

zone, crystals can settle easily without hindrance, but

individual crystals are small and settle slowly. This

settling is well described by Stokes’ law:

Vs ¼ Cs

��ga2

�
½6�

where CS is a constant (�2/9) depending on the

shape of the crystal, �� is density contrast, g is

gravity, a is crystal radius, and � is viscosity. To

escape the solidification front, the crystal must settle

faster than the rate of advancement of the solidifica-

tion front itself. Early in the cooling history,

especially for magma emplaced in cool upper crustal
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wall rock, solidi fication fronts move rap idly and it is

impossibl e for newl y forme d crys tals to escape. Only

in very slow-mov ing solidifi cation fronts are cryst als

sometimes abl e to escape. And if onc e a crystal

becomes deeply embed ded in a solidific ation front,

melt viscosity and hin drance from neighb oring crys-

tals increas e to the point tha t escape is not possibl e.

The region where this transitio n occur s marks the

boundary between the su spension and mush zon es

and is called the ‘capture front’. Crys tals outward of

the capture front are trapped in the solidifi cation

front.

As cooling proceeds , the dista nce betw een these

isotherms defining th e soli dification front increas es

with the square root of time, just as in any conducti ve

process. T hat is, even tho ugh solidifi cation fronts

involve heat pro duction from latent heat of crystal-

lization, from solu tions to Stefa n-type pro blems (e.g.,

Carslaw and Jaeg er, 19 59 ; Mangan and Mars h, 1992 ;

Turcott e and Schu bert, 1982 ) the position S(t ) of the

front is give n exactly by:

S ðt Þ ¼ 2b ðKt Þ1 =2 ½ 7�

where b is a con stant and K is thermal diffusivity. The

rate of adv ance is given by the time derivat ive of this

equation .

VF ¼
d S ðt Þ

dt
¼ b

K

t

� �1 =2

½ 8�

Equating this with the rate of crysta l settl ing from

Stokes’ law gi ves a relation for minimum size crystal

that can escape from the solidi ficatio n front as a

function of time. That is,

a ðt Þ ¼
b

Cs

�ðK =t Þ1 =2

�� g

" #1 = 2

½ 9�

The large r the viscosity the larger the crystal must be

to escap e, and for density con trast it is just the

reverse. The constant b meas ures the effect of latent

heat relative to the enthal py of the magma, and can

be adequatel y re presented from its original transcen -

dental eq uation as (e.g., Zieg and Marsh, 2002 )

b ¼
CP ðT m – Tw Þ

5H ð�Þ1 =2

" #2 = 5

½ 10�

where CP is specific heat, T m is mag ma initial tem-

perature, Tw is wa ll rock initial temp erature, and H is

latent heat.

T his measure of crystal size mu st be compared

with the actual size crysta l growing in the su spension

zone as the solidi fication fro nt thickens . This can be

found by esti mating how long taken by the capt ure

front isotherm to travers e the suspens ion zone as a

function of time . The posi tion of the cap ture front

isother m is a large frac tion ( fCF � 0.9 5–0.98) of posi-

tion of the leadi ng edge of the solidi ficatio n front

given by eqn [7] ,

S ðt Þ ¼ 2bfCF ðKt Þ1 = 2 ½11 �

and the difference of these tw o equation s give s an

estimate of the th ickness of the suspens ion zone

�S ðt Þ ¼ ðl – fCF Þ2b ðKt Þ1 =2 ½12 �

The time spent travers ing this zone is give n by the

quotien t of [12] and [8],

�t ðt Þ ¼
�S ðt Þ

VF ðt Þ
¼ 2ðl – fCF Þt ½13 �

The time for the solidi ficatio n front to travers e the

suspens ion zon e is a lin ear function of time and

indepen dent of th e thermal pr operties of the sys tem.

The size ( a(t )) of a typical crys tal gro wn durin g this

time can be found using a general growt h law for

crystal growth. Although this choice is compl etely

arbitrar y, a con venient and realis tic formu la is the

linear relation (e.g., Mars h, 1998 ; Zieg and Mars h,

2002 ),

a ðt Þ ¼  G �t ðt Þ ¼ 2 G ðl – fCF Þt ½14 �

Solvi ng this eq uation simultaneou sly with that

given by eqn [9] gives the time at which the first

crystals escap e from the solidifi cation front,

t ¼
ðb =CS Þ� K 1 = 2

ð2G ðl – fCF ÞÞ 
2 
�� g

" #2=5

½15�

This time can also be inserted in to the growth law of

eqn [14] to yield the size of the crystal at the time of

escape, which is

aðtÞ ¼
ðb=CSÞð2Gðl – fCFÞÞ

1=2 �K 1=2

��g

" #2=5

½16�

The time of escape and size of crystal escaping are

shown by Figure 6. The time of escape is sensitive to

the growth rate. For a magma viscosity of 103 P where

crystals are growing at 10�10 cm s�1, escape begins

after about 30 years and the crystal size (radius) is

about 0.03 cm. As might be expected, the size of the

crystal at first escape is relatively insensitive to growth

rate. The time of escape is much more sensitive to
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growth rate, which is understandable. The sooner a

crystal can reach the critical size to sink faster than the

rate of advancement of the capture front, the sooner it

can escape. As magma viscosity increases, the time of

first escape and the crystal size at escape each increase.

For granitic magmas where the viscosity might be

105–106 P, escaping crystals must be about 1 cm in

radius, which takes for the growth rates indicated on

the order of 103–104 years. This indicates why differ-

entiation by crystal escape from solidification fronts is

unlikely in granitic magmas.

Crystal escape from solidification fronts is much

more likely in basaltic magmas once the crystals

reach about 0.1 mm in size, which can occur after

about 30 years when the solidification front has a

thickness of about 50 m, depending on the cooling

regime. The question then arises what happens to

these crystals once they escape the solidification

front? Since the magma below the advancing front

is the hottest part of the system, crystals entering this

region will begin melting and dissolving back into the

magma (see Figure 7). This process was examined by

Mangan and Marsh (1992), who, through a different

approach, found results similar to those above.

Fractionation begins after about 25 years when cap-

ture front advancement has slowed to 1–2 m yr�1.

For intrusions thinner than about 30 m, this condition

is never achieved and no escape is possible, but for

magmatic sheets thicker than about 100 m this pro-

cess may often occur. They also followed the course

of the sinking crystals into the magma interior and

estimated the time and distance settled for complete
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resorption. Survival through the hotter interior

depends also on the proximity of the lower solidifica-

tion front rising from the floor of the magma. Crystal

accumulation on the floor of the magma chamber is

not possible until the lower solidification front

has advanced to intercept the descending crystals

prior to resorption. Interception is unlikely until

the magmatic sheet is about 75% solidified, where

the depth of interception is about midway through

the original magma (Figure 7). At best, a microcu-

mulate layer may develop near the centerline of the

body.

The net result of crystallization of a magma initi-

ally containing only nuclei and no large phenocrysts

is a body of rock of essentially uniform composition

and with a crystal size that increases inward in accord

with the local growth or transit time of the solidifica-

tion front. Many dolerite (diabase) sills throughout

the world ranging in thickness from 1 to 350 m are

often of uniform composition with a grain size that

increases gradually in response to the slowing of the

solidification front as it moves into the body from

top and bottom. Actual CSDs can be calculated in

detail to characterize this process (see Zieg and

Marsh, 2002).

6.07.3.2 Phenocryst-Bearing Magma

That some magmas carry significant loads of large

crystals that suddenly settle when the magma comes

to rest upon emplacement and strongly chemically

differentiate the magma became apparent with the

controversy over the origin of the sequence of rock at

Shonkin Sag laccolith in north-centeal Montana. It is

also from early studies of this body that came the

basic concepts on magmatic processes assumed to

control magmatic chemical evolution. Although

much more on this crucial history will be covered

later, it is important here to consider this body to set

the stage for understanding this large class of mag-

mas, which often lead to exotically layered bodies.

Shonkin Sag is a relatively small circular laccolith,

70 m thick and 3 km in diameter. Yet, in spite of its

small size, it is strongly differentiated (Figure 8).

The obvious curiosity is that many much thicker

and more areally extensive dolerite sills throughout

the world, also of basaltic composition, show almost

no differentiation. In the initial study of Shonkin Sag,

Pirsson (1905) realized that a large mass of crystals

had settled and formed a thick pile of cumulates on

the floor. Many bodies show similar distributions of a

thick pile of cumulate crystals on the floor. And most

commonly it has been assumed, like Pirsson, that

these crystals grew after emplacement in response

to strong cooling from the roof of the sill and simply

settled to the floor. When the body was restudied in

the 1930s independently by C. S. J. Hurlbut (1939) at

Harvard and J. D. Barksdale (1937) at Yale, a con-

troversy sprung up. Hurlbut recognized that the

initial magma carried a high population (�35

vol.%) of large crystals prior to emplacement. He

realized that these crystals did not grow after
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emplacem ent and did not fall to the floor to form the

thick pile of cumu lates. T hey fell to the floor be cause

they came in as essentiall y an inst antaneou s injection

of phenocrysts into the system . This may be the

origin of the extre mely importan t idea of the rol e of

magma in carryin g crystals . Bark sdale, on the other

hand, was deeply imp ressed by the pr esence of what

appeared to be an internal cont act where the transi-

tion zon e rocks (see Fi gure 8) directly ove rlay the

basal cumulates . This feature in the field does,

indeed, look very much like an internal contac t that

might be formed by the injection of a separate

magma. This w as the point of contenti on: Hu rlbut

said the entire stratig raphic distribution of rocks

could be forme d in place from an init ially crystal-

laden mag ma. Bar ksdale ins isted that multip le injec-

tions of magma are neces sary. Thes e tw o points of

view, in situ differentiation versus mu ltiple injection s,

are still often points of contention in explai ning

igneous sequences . And, as will be seen here, there

is clearly room and good re ason for both views. In

short, as the large load of phenocrysts was settl ing

and accumulati ng in a thick pil e on the laccoli th

floor, interstitial melt was forced upward throu gh a

series of pipe-li ke con duits ( Mars h et al. , 1991 ). These

pipes carrie d the melt up, expel ling it on top of the

compactin g cumulate pil e. Being too dense to rise

higher in the sequ ence, th e expelled essentiall y crys-

tal-free melt establi shed a seri es of ove rlapping

pillows of melt forming the transitio n zone. The

expelled melt being in the hottest part of the body,

and multip ly saturat ed because of its intimate prior

contact with the cumulates crystall ized into unu -

sually coars e crystals . The net result is a layer of

rock in sharp contrast to the texture of the underlyi ng

cumulates of clinopyr oxene phenoc rysts. For all

intents, th is looks like an internal contac t from a

separate injection of magma. And it is, but this is an

auto- or internal injection . Bark sdale was very

impressed by this, and his arguments ce ntered in

many facets on this observa tion. It is imp ortant to

note that, whereas the basic geolo gic observ ation is

correct, it is the interpre tation of th is feature in terms

of a mag matic process that is faulty. This is a fairly

common pitfall in magmatolog y, and it appears even

more strong ly when the mean ing of a thick cumulate

pile of crystals on the floor of a mag matic bod y is

interpre ted (see below).

O n more general groun ds, when magma carrying

phenocry sts is emp laced, there is a compe tition

between the rate of crys tal settling and th e rate of

solidific ation. Just as in the previous section when 

consider ing cryst al capture and escap e by the solidi-

ficatio n front , the same process oper ates here exc ept

with crystals dist ributed vertically throug hout the

body a large population of crystals escape capture

and settle freely into the lower, upcoming solidifica-

tion front. Consider some end-member situations for

magma laden with crystals emplaced as a sheet

shown by Figure 9. If the magma could cool instan-

taneously regardless of its thickness, which physically

is impossible, all the crystals would be trapped in

place before they could settle any distance at all.

The final distribution of crystals would be uniform

from top to bottom throughout the sheet. At the other

extreme, if the body did not crystallize at all, all the

crystals would settle to the floor and form a thick pile

of constant abundance like a bed of clastic sedimen-

tary rock. Although very thin (�1 m) and very thick

(hundreds of meters) sheets of magma may approx-

imate these extremes, actual magmas are somewhere

in between these two extremes. Inward advancing

solidification fronts from the top and bottom compete

with crystal settling. The initial advance of the upper

and lower solidification fronts is infinitely rapid,

which is what leads to the fine-grained chilled mar-

gins around igneous bodies, and any phenocrysts near

the margins are immediately captured. But because

the rate of solidification front advance decreases

invers ely with dist ance into the body (i.e., fro m eq n

[2] an isotherm advance velocity (V ) can be formed

that leads to V� K/Z, where K is thermal diffusivity

and Z is distance into the body), more and more

crystals escape capture with depth and all crystals

initially in the center of the body settle into the lower

rising solidification front. The net result is an

S-shaped profile of phenocryst abundance vertically

through the body (see Figure 9). This basic form of

phenocryst distribution is seen in many magmatic

sheets and it is a clear indication of solidification of

a phenocryst-charged body of magma. Moreover,

there are many variations on this basic theme, and

one readily accessible system of this nature that was

studied in real time is Kilauea Iki Lava Lake in

Hawaii.

6.07.3.2.1 Kilauea Iki Lava Lake

Lava lakes form at Hawaii when erupting magma fills

naturally occurring pits or sink holes due to collap-

sing deeper lava tubes. Kilauea Iki Lava Lake formed

from the 1959 eruption of a crystal (olivine)-laden

basalt, filling a �2-km-wide pit to a depth of about

125 m (e.g., Helz, 1986; Helz et al., 1989). Because the

eruptive flux repeatedly waxed and waned during
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filling, the load of large olivine crystals delivered to

the lava lake also varied over time. Murata and

Richter (1966) found that the magnitude of the erup-

tive flux at Kilauea is proportional to the size and the

abundance of olivine crystals entrained by the erupt-

ing magma. In other words, the bigger the eruptive

flux and the stronger the eruption, the more and the

larger the olivine carried by the erupting magma.

This is like a river in flood stage. The bigger and

more dramatic the flood, the bigger the bedload of

solids that it can move, and the larger the size of the

individual solids that can be moved. The olivines
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entrained are not necessari ly phenocry sts but are all

sorts of crystals th at are fou nd in the plumbing sys-

tem; some are pheno crysts from earlier magmatic

events, others are xe nocrysts from perido titic wa ll

rock, and ever ything in be tween. Wh en the cryst als

in a single sam ple are ex amined they go from Fo75 to

Fo92 , and the latter compo sitions are clear ly from

mantle wall rock (e. g., Maal oe et al. , 1989, 1992 ). At

Hawaii, these cryst als are called ‘tramp’ crystals to

reflect their perhaps vagra nt and varie d origi ns (e.g.,

Wright and Fisk e, 1971 ). T ramp crystals are fou nd in

systems all over the worl d at, for example, Jan Maye n

(Imsland, 1984 ), Re union ( Upt on and Wad sworth,

1967 ), and the Ferrar dolerit es (see below).

Consider ing that all mag mas ever ywhere must

ascend and er upt throu gh crystall ine mantle and

crust wall rock, which are in effect gravel pil es,

every magmatic system shou ld contain tramp

crystals.

T he surprisi ng aspect of magma carrying this

heterogene ous colle ction of crystals is tha t if the

lava chem ical compositi on is plotted on a conven-

tional diagram of CaO versus MgO (in wt.%), the

variation appears as that due to perfe ct fractionati on

of olivine crystals indig enous to the magma (see

Figure 10 ). Wright (1971) has show n that when

these re lations are considered in more detail for

individual erupti ons, the variatio ns due to olivin e

control are even cleane r and tight er. Wright calls

these tren ds olivine control lines. That is, all of the

variati on in MgO can be effected purely by the

additio n or loss of olivine tramp crystals. Thes e

exotic crysta ls have a stro ng effect on mag ma com-

position also through diffusional exchange.

As soon as a tramp crystal enters the ascending

magma, it begins to chemically exchange Fe and Mg

with the melt. The melt is much poorer in Mg and

richer in Fe than typical tramp crystals. The time for

these crystals to come to equilibrium with the melt

can be esti mated from eq n [2] : t � a 2/ D, where a is

crystal radius (�1 mm) and D is the chemical diffu-

sivity controlling the exchange (�10�6 cm2 s�1). It

takes about a month or so to erase the original com-

positional identity of the tramp crystal and bring it

into equilibrium with the melt. The melt has lost Fe

to the crystal and gained Mg, which has made the

apparent magma composition ‘more primitive’,

exactly opposite to a normal (and commonly

assumed) liquid line of descent. Conversely, these

tramp crystals to have maintained their exotic com-

positional identity, have been entrained in the melt

for a very short time, perhaps only days.

Given the eruptive compositional variability of

the lavas, especially in terms of the entrained crystal

compositions, the magma filling Kilauea Iki Lava

Lake varied daily during the eruption. The initial

conditions in the lava lake sheet of magma, in terms

of the abundance of tramp crystals, is in striking

contrast to Shonkin Sag. At Shonkin Sag, the

magma ascended from depth and the crystals were
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presumably flow sorted and mixed prior to emplace-

ment and the sequence of crystal settling leading to

the final S-shaped profile. But at Kilauea Iki the

S-shaped profile will also reflect detailed variations

due to the eruptive filling process (see Figure 11).

Similar small-scale variations in intrusive complexes,

as is seen in the Basement Sill of the Ferrar dolerites

of the McMurdo Dry Valleys, thus reflect periodic

filling and repose times and may be a critical link

between the similarity of intrusive and volcanic pro-

cesses of magma transport.

Once the tramp olivine crystals have settled to

form a cumulative pile on the floor of the lava lake,

they begin to diffusionally exchange with the inter-

stitial melt left in the bed and in a matter of a few

months they have lost their original compositional

heritage. A later analysis of this series of rocks would

be difficult to unravel the true magmatic history due

to this late, post-emplacement, re-equilibration. The

clearest record of the role of tramp crystals, and their

compositional diversity, is best recorded in the

rapidly chilled rocks at the upper margin.

The sequence of chemical differentiation is con-

trolled by two key processes. First is the loss of the

load of entrained tramp crystals once the magma

came to rest. The magma in the center of the body

after loss of the tramp crystals is a melt containing

only tiny crystals that differentiated from

�20% MgO to �7 wt.% MgO. It is essential to note

that the change in composition took place, in essence,

instantaneously as the tramp crystals settled out. This

is ‘punctuated crystal fractionation and differentia-

tion’. Second is the fact that after loss of the tramp

crystals, the center of the lava lake contains only

crystal-free melt, and the system now resembles a

phenocryst-free system discussed earlier. The system

continues to cool and solidify without further differ-

entiation. And if by chance this magma were to be

erupted, only the low-viscosity, crystal-free core

melt would be eruptible. The ensuing lava would

thus show extensive chemical signs of differentiation,

but it would mainly be due to the role of the

entrained tramp crystals.

The dramatic contrast in evolution of magma with

and without initial concentrations of large crystals is

central to understanding all magmas. Yet the impor-

tance of this distinction, and even the recognition of

this feature itself, was not appreciated in the forma-

tive stages of magmatology. The essential concepts of

differentiation and, especially, the evolution of

magma in chambers were conceived and put into

scientific play, in many ways, on faulty reasoning.

The field relations were clearly recognized, but the

physical processes giving rise to them were unknown.

Through these considerations is where the concept

came about of magma chambers, undoubtedly the

most universal concept in magmatology.

6.07.3.3 Primitive versus Primary Magmas

When considering a magmatic complex or system,

petrologists are literally obsessed with identifying the

magmatic composition from which all other related

compositions in the suite could have arisen by crystal

fractionation processes. Norman Bowen himself, as

we will see below, incited this obsession by discove-

ring the crystallization reaction series whereby,

starting with basalt, granite could be formed by grow-

ing and progressively settling out crystals with silica

contents less than that of the adjacent magma. The

natural tendency has thus been to automatically take

the rock with the highest MgO content and assume it

is the primary magma of the series. Magma MgO

content has become synonymous with primitiveness.

This reflects the direct connection between all basal-

tic magmas and mantle peridotitic rock. After all,

there is no doubt whatsoever that basalts generally

come from partial melting of the mantle and every

other igneous rock, continents included, comes from

basalt. It also reflects the observation that at Hawaii

there is a clear succession from MgO-rich picrites

right on through to tholeiitic basalts with 5–7 wt.%

MgO. It is naturally assumed and inherently adhered

to, without even having to defend the proposition,

that any basaltic rock with low MgO must be a

differentiate. It cannot be a primary composition.
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Total depth

= 100 m

Kilauea Iki

Figure 11 The S-shaped profile for Kilauea Iki where the

detailed variations reflecting variations in eruption flux are

clear.
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The general fallacy of this line of reasoning comes

from not recognizing the fundamental mechanical

role of tramp crystals in deciding magma bulk

composition. We shall see repeatedly below that

virtually any basalt can be a primary magma

regardless of its MgO content. Any such basalt

traversing the lithosphere has the opportunity to

entrain high concentrations of nonindigenous

crystals of olivine or other mafic phases. The new

bulk composition certainly appears primitive, but it is

not primary, and to assume that it is short-circuits

the reasoning process leading to understanding mag-

matic process. It is much more appropriate to

consider magmatic processes as being characterized

by a ‘carrier magma’ that is subjected to the mechan-

ical gain and loss of crystals throughout its life.

The carrier magma itself can be, within reason, of

almost any composition. It certainly need not be

inherently primitive, and it may be challenging to

recognize the carrier magma, which, depending on

the age and size of the system, may be of several

different types. This concept is particularly impor-

tant when considering the role of magma chambers in

magmatic processes.

6.07.3.4 Historical Note on Solidification

Front Fractionation

The possible role of solidification fronts in capturing

phenocrysts was first noticed by Pirsson (1905)

in studying Shonkin Sag. Two of his students

(Osborne and Roberts, 1931) were the first to analy-

tically model the growth of the solidification front

and compare this with the rate of settling of crystals

due to Stokes’ law. They compared their results to

observations at Shonkin Sag, but due to a misnum-

bered sample the calculated profile did not match

that observed. Jaeger and Joplin (1955) made a sub-

stantial contribution when they realized that newly

grown crystals falling from the advancing solidifica-

tion front will dissolve as they sink into the hotter

interior magma and will not contribute to fractiona-

tion. They were taken to task for this point of view by

Walker (1956) and Hess (1956) who could not under-

stand Jaeger’s straightforward analysis. Walker and

Hess firmly held the assumption that, in essence, ‘‘it is

well known by petrologists that crystals grow in

the interiors of magmas and commonly settle to

fractionate the system.’’ They did not realize that

the effect they were thinking of came from systems

injected with phenocrysts from the start. J. C. Jaeger

was the author with H. S. Carslaw of the fundamental

treatise on heat conduction in solids, and his analy-

tical insight into cooling and solidification of

magma was clear and considerable. The inability of

leading petrologists of the day to recognize the truly

original and valuable contributions by Jaeger set back

the development of magma physics by several dec-

ades. The production of S-shaped profiles was

analyzed again by Gray and Crain (1969) and

Fuijii (1974).

6.07.4 Magma Chambers

Magma chambers are the conceptual cornerstones of

every magmatic process. They are high-level staging

areas that charge volcanoes for eruption. They are

cavernous pools wherein complex patterns and

cycles of crystallization take place to transform initi-

ally homogeneous melt into spatially differentiated

sequences, which may or may not be erupted. They

are enormously versatile in size, shape, and function,

and can produce layered intrusions, a layered oceanic

crust, and homogeneous diabase sills and granitic

plutons. The central feature of this dynamic versati-

lity is the pervasive nucleation and growth of crystals

throughout the chamber that can be separated,

sorted, or re-entrained in a vast array of processes

(see Figure 12). This valuable and useful concept of

magma chambers has been adhered to for over one

hundred years. It is based on an exceedingly funda-

mental and misleading premise of how silicate melts

solidify. Here we examine this concept in detail, to

strengthen it fundamentally, and to show that all

magmatic systems function by a common, basic, and

simple set of processes.

6.07.4.1 The Problem: The Diversity of

Igneous Rocks

The abundant variety of igneous rocks found on

Earth’s surface has long spawned an innate curiosity

into the processes responsible for this variety and

how these processes might have shaped the very

structure of Earth itself. A strong burst of intellectual

activity concerning the origin and evolution of

magma was brought on by the advent of thin sec-

tion-making, western exploration in the United

States, and by the general intense activity in chem-

istry and physics taking place at the beginning of

the twentieth century. The rapid discovery of new

elements, radioactivity, blackbody radiation, and

the development of chemical thermodynamics by
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J. Willard Gibbs, for example, set the stage for funda-

mental advances in understanding magma.

6.07.4.2 George Becker’s Magma Chamber

In 1897, George Becker (1847–1919) set forth the basic

concept of magma chamber differentiation that is still

largely adhered to this day. Becker was mainly a

chemist who worked for the US Geological Survey.

He was impressed by how a cooled bottle of wine

grows ice crystals around the edges and as crystal-

lization proceeds the mother liquor or residual melt

toward the center becomes increasingly rich in alco-

hol, the component with the lowest freezing

temperature. If the temperature is progressively low-

ered, the container could become compositionally

zoned to form, in effect, a differentiation sequence,

which he said would be a perfect analog of a laccolith.

Becker said: ‘‘A bottle of wine or a barrel of cider

exposed to low temperature deposits nearly pure ice

on the walls, while a stronger liquor may be tapped

from the center. If still a lower temperature were

applied the central and more fusible portion would

also solidify. Such a mass would be, so far as I can see, a

very perfect analogue to a laccolith.’’ He had in mind

the rock sequence displayed by Shonkin Sag laccolith,

which had been discovered in north-central Montana

during mapping of the 49th parallel. This style of

fractional crystallization was well known from ancient

times and was practiced by Native Americans in con-

centrating maple sap prior to boiling down to syrup.

Charles Darwin noticed on his visit to the Galapagos

during the Beagle voyage that large olivine crystals had

clearly settled to the base of lobes of basalt. Fouque

realized in 1879, in his chemical study of the eruptives

of Santorini, that the separation of plagioclase

enriched the lava in silica. Crystal fractionation was a

common chemistry laboratory technique in the late

nineteenth century. Madam Curie used it to isolate

radium and Becker, having been trained as a chemist,

certainly knew of the effectiveness of this process.

Becker’s idea undoubtedly describes the most fun-

damental concept in magmatic processes. The fact

that crystals in multicomponent, multiphase systems

always have compositions different than the host

liquids allows a systematic evolution in melt compo-

sition with crystallization. This feature of solutions is

what makes metallurgy, ceramics, and igneous pet-

rology the rich fields that they are. Although this

feature of solutions was long known, Becker made

the important realization that this process might also

gives rise to a ‘spatial’ variation in final rock compo-

sition. Spatial variations in rock composition are

fundamental to magmatic systems.

The downside to Becker’s idea, which has been

overlooked in deference to its conceptual usefulness,

is that the process really only works with dendritic

crystals, which are the rule in metals and aqueous

solutions but not silicate magmas. The whole essence

of magmatic processes, and rocks themselves in the

broadest possible sense, rests on the fact that magmas

and rocks consist of very small crystals or clusters of

small crystals that grow in essentially parasitic che-

mical relationships (e.g., Marsh, 1998). This simple

subtlety in crystal size and form, known so well by

every petrologist, coupled with a spatially varying

thermal regime is the basis of all magmatic processes.

It simplifies and changes completely Becker’s

Final composition

SiO2

Figure 12 The historically imagined or classical magma chamber showing crystals settling from the center of the chamber

leading to a pile of cumulates on the floor and a silica-rich sandwich horizon at the interface of the upper and lower

crystallization zones.
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concept of magma chambers, and it exposes a robust

continuum linking all magmatic events.

Louis Pirsson (1860–1919) picked up on Becker’s

idea and significantly extended it to explain the

lithologic variations seen at Shonkin Sag laccolith.

Pirsson, a petrologist at Yale, R. A. Daly, W. H.

Weed, and others visited Shonkin Sag and found it

to be a remarkably differentiated, small (70 m) sheet-

like body. Although Shonkin Sag will be discussed in

more detail later, Pirsson combined Becker’s idea

with his own insight on thermal convection in fluids

to give a plausible explanation of how Shonkin Sag

evolved. His detailed exposition (Pirsson, 1905; pp.

187–188) of this process is at the very root common

beliefs of magmatic processes:

It seems almost impossible to resist the view that in

an enclosed mass of magma sufficiently mobile for

local differentiation to take place convection cur-

rents due to unequal cooling would occur. On the

upper surface and along the outer walls cooling

would take place more rapidly; on the floor of the

chamber, protected by the heated mass above and

with heated rocks below, less rapidly. Thus there

would be a tendency along the top and sides for the

magma to grow heavier and to descend. Material

from the more highly heated central part would

tend to rise and replace this, and thus currents

would be established in the magma, rising in the

center, flowing off to the sides at the top, and

descending along the cooler walls. . . . Such currents,

once established, would continue as long as suffi-

cient mobility remained in the magma to permit

them.

At some period crystallization would take place, and

this most naturally would begin at the outer walls. It

would not begin at the top because the material

would arrive there from below at its highest tem-

perature. Moving off toward the sides the material

begins to cool and descend and becomes coolest as it

nears the floor; here crystallization would com-

mence. The first substance to crystallize is the

solvent, which in this case would be the femic

minerals, chiefly augite. Part of the material solidi-

fied would remain attached to the outer wall and

form a gradually increasing crust, and part would be

in the form of free crystals swimming in the liquid

and carried on in the current. Probably at first, as the

liquid moved inward over the floor of the laccolith

and became reheated, these crystals would remelt,

giving rise to numerous small spots of magma of a

different composition, which would slowly diffuse.

As time went on, however, there would be a con-

stantly increasing tendency for the crystals to

endure; they would be carried greater and greater

distances. But as they are solid objects and of greater

specific gravity than the liquid, there might be a

tendency for the crystals to drag behind and

accumulate on the floor of the chamber. Moreover,

from the heat set free at the time of their crystal-

lization and from the resulting concentration of the

chemically combined water vapor in the magma, the

residual liquid would tend to have its mobility kept

undiminished, since these would be factors which

would tend to counteract the increase in viscosity

due to cooling. In this manner it may be possible to

understand how there would form a femic marginal

crust and a great thickness of the femic material at

the bottom of the laccolith. As the cooling went on

the edges of the outer crust would rise more and

more toward the top, finally spreading over it, and as

a result the crust should be thinner on the top than

elsewhere, as in the Shonkin Sag laccolith, in which

the upper crust of femic rock is still preserved.

Beginning with a crystal-free melt, Pirsson sug-

gested that crystals nucleate and grow inward from

the edges of the laccolith, convecting melt moves

through the growing marginal band of crystals, che-

mically exchanging with them freely, and unattached

crystals pile up on the floor. He suggested that crys-

tallization will be most intense near the roof where

cooling is strongest and that these crystals will be

carried downward by convection along the walls and

then outward over the floor and deposited as the melt

itself keeps circulating and differentiating. The end

result is a thick pile of crystals on the floor, a thin rind

of crystals welded to the roof, and a layer of highly

differentiated rock just below the roof in what later

came to be called the sandwich horizon. This basic

idea, which was given root by Louis Pirsson to

explain Shonkin Sag, has pervaded all of igneous

petrology, with only minor modification to this

day. This is a powerful, well-reasoned, and clearly

stated idea. It is based on seemingly straightforward,

but faulty, reasoning, which inherently exists, with-

out any clear enunciation or realization, in the

reasoning behind almost every present-day petrolo-

gic scenario. The key features of this reasoning are an

assumption of the knowledge of the ‘initial condi-

tions’ of the system at the time of emplacement, the

‘spatial style of crystallization’ of magma and the ‘size

of crystals’ that can be grown after emplacement.

These concepts remain elusive to this day, and
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need to be examined in detail. Before dong this,

however, in order to understand how this idea flour-

ished, it is essential to appreciate the historical

context and activity of the petrologists alive at this

time.

6.07.5 Historical Setting

The propagation of ideas very often rests on the

random happenstance of how people appear and dis-

appear from science. And it is in the mix of expertise

lost and gained with the loss and gain of these people

that ideas become taken seriously, become modified,

and inadvertently become fundamental principles of

the science itself. A corollary to this is the remark

often attributed to Max Planck that beliefs in science

mainly change through the loss by death of the

holders of the old, out-of-date ideas. But it also some-

times true that with the loss of these people a vast

resource of experience in observation is also lost. And

some of these lost observations may be those that

present serious obstacles to the acceptance of the

newer ideas. This is especially serious in petrology

where a great deal of the fundamental observations

reside in a life’s experience in studying field relations

and gaining impressions of processes that may be

impossible to quantify or record in any permanent

way. So the science may sometimes suddenly pro-

ceed not because of the establishment of a new

fundamental principle, but by the inadvertent

removal of an obstacle through the loss of under-

standing of a fundamental observation or of the loss

of the observer him/herself. It was this nature of

events that largely defined the research field of

igneous petrology for all of the twentieth century.

And the period of 1905–15, in particular, was perhaps

the most critical of all in shaping the concepts of

magmatic processes and, especially, magma

chambers.

Prior to about 1905, arguably the greatest advance

in understanding magma was in the development of

thin sections and the establishment of the CIPW

norm. Thin sections allowed a detailed inspection

of the intimate relationships between minerals

quenched in the act of crystallizing. Although

discovered and developed by the Britons W. Nicol

(1768–1851) and H. C. Sorby (1826–1908) (e.g.,

Dawson, 1992), it was principally the Germans

K. H. F. Rosenbusch and F. Zirkel who quickly

and systematically developed petrography into a

science and trained a cadre of petrographers. The

exceedingly fundamental realization that a rock com-

position could be expressed in any number of

textures and crystal sizes spawned the need for

some way to normalize texture, or remove its influ-

ence altogether, in order to put all rocks on the same

basis for classification. The CIPW norm was the out-

growth of this need, whereby each composition could

be represented by its equivalent plutonic texture.

This removed the mystery of falsely classifying

rocks due to overall crystallinity rather than simply

due to chemical composition. The CIPW Norm

was a monumental product of the penetrating petro-

logic insight of G. H. Williams (1856–1894) of Johns

Hopkins, W. Cross (1854–1949) of the US Geological

Survey, J. P. Iddings (1857–1920) of the University of

Chicago, and L. V. Pirsson (1860–1919) of Yale, and

the analytical chemistry insight of H. S. Washington

(1867–1934) of the Carnegie Institute’s Geophysical

Laboratory. Williams died in 1894 before full devel-

opment and publication of what became the CIPW

norm in 1903. These men quantitatively combined

rock chemistry with their intuitive understanding of

observational phase equilibria to predict with

uncanny accuracy the crystallization sequence of vir-

tually every igneous rock. In light of the fact that no

systematic experimental phase equilibria were yet

known for igneous rocks, this was a monumental

and sophisticated scientific achievement. Nowadays,

we have the equivalent operation in the form of

comprehensive thermodynamic models of crystalli-

zation, two of which are, among others, the MELTS

program by Ghiorso and associates (Ghiorso et al.,

1983) and COMAGMAT by Ariskin and associates

(Ariskin, 1999). This is a direct reflection of the rapid

development of experimental petrology beginning at

about 1910.

In 1900, the level of petrologic insight within

single individuals from the perspectives of field and

thin-section studies was very possibly more sophisti-

cated than it is today. There were, however, three

major undeveloped areas that critically impeded the

understanding of magmatic processes. These were:

(1) mechanics of viscous fluids, (2) experimental

phase equilibria, and (3) kinetics of crystal nucleation

and growth. First, although George Gabriel Stokes

(1819–1903) and Claude-Louis-Marie-Henri Navier

(1785–1836) beginning in about 1850 had developed

the basic equations of motion of viscous fluids, which

set forth a stream of analysis involving both viscous

and inviscid fluids, including Stokes’ famous result

for the drag on a sphere, it was not until 1919 that

J. W. Strutt (1842–1919) (Lord Rayleigh) solved the
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problem of simple thermal convection in a layer

heated from below. Second, on phase equilibria,

there were many bits and pieces of experimental

information scattered about on natural systems start-

ing with James Hall in 1798 through to F. A. Fouque

in 1879 and Frederick Guthrie’s (1884) experiments

on melting of metal alloys who stated: ‘‘I submit that,

according to analogy, we should regard compound

rocks and minerals [i.e., multicomponent systems],

other than sedimentary rocks, as representing various

kinds of eutectic alloys.’’ But there was no general

understanding of the structure of phase diagrams for

magmas. Many petrologists believed because of the

apparent preponderance of granites and basalts that

this reflected the presence of pole compositions in

the solution chemistry of silicate magmas. That is, in

a phase diagram of temperature versus solution silica

content, there might exist two eutectic regions, one

for basalt and the other for granitic or silicic residual

compositions. Cooling and crystallizing magma

inevitably ends up at one or the other compositional

end point. Earth as a planet is essentially bimodal in

granitic continents and basaltic ocean basins,

observed R. A. Daly (1871–1957), which reflects this

process. And third, there was no general appreciation

of how the rate of solidification is related to the size

and number of crystals in a rock. The distinction

between crystals nucleated and grown in place over

phenocrysts carried in with the magma was not

appreciated. The role of rapid quenching at the con-

tacts of sills and dikes producing chilled margins,

laced with large numbers of small crystals, and slower

cooling in the interior producing larger crystals, was

clearly long recognized. But there was no realization

that inordinately large crystals in small sills like

Shonkin Sag could not have grown after emplace-

ment. In fact, there was little understanding of the

need to isolate and define the initial conditions of a

newly emplaced magma. Although not explicitly dis-

cussed until much later, it was apparently assumed

that all magmas arrived for emplacement essentially

free of crystals. Today, these three areas are each

becoming mature fields in and of themselves, but

the complex interplay of these areas, considered as

one dynamic continuum, still remains as the foremost

frontier to understanding magmatic processes.

6.07.5.1 Life Time Lines

The life spans of the principal petrologists of this

time are shown by Figure 13. Nearly all of

those mentioned so far were born in the middle

1800s and by about 1915 they were either dying

or retiring from the field. The new wave of petrolo-

gists (e.g., Bowen, Grout, Wager) were emerging

from graduate school with a desire to apply new

methods, mainly phase equilibria, to solve classical

magmatic problems. Although Becker and Pirsson

had clearly defined the dynamics of magma cham-

bers, the usefulness of this concept was yet to be

measured against the phase equilibria of real silicate

systems, which hitherto was completely unknown in

any quantitative sense. This entire area was ripe for

development in the wake of the seminal experimen-

tal work by Arthur L. Day on the plagioclase

binary. N. L. Bowen (1887–1955) rapidly became

the leader in this area and in 1915 he published one

of the most important papers of the century

(Bowen, 1915).

Armed with a relative wealth of basic informa-

tion on silicate phase equilibria, diffusion constants,

and elementary thermodynamic constants (e.g.,

heats of fusion), which he had extracted from

phase diagrams, Bowen systematically evaluated,

one by one, all the various suggested mechanisms

thought perhaps to effect the differentiation of

magma. His logical, detailed, and quantitative

approach of coupling experiment, theory, and field

inferences swept away a host of processes as being

ineffective. He established fractional crystallization

by crystal settling as the primary means of differ-

entiation. That is, prior to knowing silicate phase

equilibria, nearly every mechanism known to chem-

istry had been argued to be important in explaining

the diversity of igneous rocks. Diffusional exchange

with wall rock, Soret effect, wall rock assimilation,

gas fluxing, among many other processes, had been

suggested to be important. They were all equal

competitors. Bowen evaluated each of these in a

fashion that is remarkably similar to the modern

method of scaling analysis in applied mathematics.

He was forceful and thorough in his conclusions and

he left no room for argument. He demolished all

competing theories on differentiation. He even

attacked the Becker–Pirsson model where the resi-

dual convecting melt continually reacts through

diffusion with dendritic crystals growing on the

walls. Instead, he said that only by crystal growth

and settling could significant differentiation pro-

ceed. He overlooked the fact that this is exactly

what Pirsson himself had said in applying Becker’s

wine bottle model to Shonkin Sag.
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In this 90-page treatise, Bowen showed (see

Figure 14) that it is principally the phase relations of

solid solutions and not eutectics that control igneous

systems, and that there is therefore no practical end to

how far differentiation can proceed as long as crystals

can settle or be otherwise physically separated from

the melt. There were, however, many petrologists who

did not believe that crystals could settle in viscous

magma. Bowen not only showed experimentally in a

large experimental charge that olivine in picritic

magma did clearly settle, but he also deduced the

viscosity of melts and used Stokes’ law to calculate

settling velocities (Bowen, 1947). He performed novel

experiments and produced data crucial to answering

the central question posed by the earlier generation.

The amount of printed material he turned out was

enormous and a great deal of it is still pertinent.

The bottom line is that Bowen pushed and pro-

moted his model thoroughly and hard. He said

crystals grow in the middle of a charge or a magma

chamber. They settle to the bottom and the residual

liquid compositionally evolves from basalt to granite.

It is simply an unavoidable fact of silicate phase

equilibria. In its simplest dynamic sense, petrologists

have stuck with this to the present. No one today

would refute that the separation of crystals from melt

causes chemical differentiation, but what is still

unclear is how this actually takes place in a physical

sense. For if all significant nucleation and growth of

crystals is in marginal fronts and there are no crystals

in the interior, how does crystal–liquid separation

take place? To his credit, Bowen did worry about

this and he proposed that melt buried in high-crystal-

linity mushes might be kneaded out by tectonic

processes. But later he realized that this would prob-

ably be ineffective because the timescale of

deformation is generally much longer than that for

solidification.
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Figure 13 The names and dates of existence of prominent geologists and petrologists of the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries.
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6.07.6 Initial Conditions of Magmatic
Systems

All natural processes involve time. And the most cri-

tical part of analyzing and understanding magmatic

processes involves a clear and concise knowledge of

the nature of the system at the outset when it all began.

The ensuing process itself, especially including the

eventual final outcome, reflects in every detail the

initial state of the magma. The final product, more

than anything else, simply reflects the initial condi-

tions. The importance of these conditions has been

routinely overlooked, and the process conjured up to

explain rock sequences, especially complicated ones,

are often unrealistic and overly complicated. They are

complicated mainly because the assumed initial con-

ditions are so far from the final state of the system and

are hence impossibly difficult to sensibly connect in

any logical construct. These initial conditions, as men-

tioned earlier, are:

1. the spatial pattern of cooling and crystallization;

2. the composition and initial state of crystallinity of

the magma;

3. the sequence of emplacement of the magma; and

4. the final distribution of crystal sizes throughout

the body.

These are, in and of themselves, often exceedingly

difficult conditions to ascertain without first knowing

what evidence in the rocks clearly reflects these

conditions. In early studies, the critical importance

of these conditions to the final outcome was

unknown and the simplest possible conditions were

assumed. In their classic study of the chemical evolu-

tion and layering of the Skaergaard Intrusion, for

example, Wager and Deer (1939) and Wager and

Brown (1968) stated at the outset that crystal-free

magma was instantaneously injected, perhaps in a

violent fashion. For the initial composition of the

magma, they took that composition of the chilled

against the wall rock, gabbro. Skaergaard contains

about 600 km3 of magma in a body with an aspect

ration of about 2:1. This is not a large body of magma

– many large dolerite sills are this large. But why

does it exhibit such well-formed layering? Is it the

form of the container holding the magma? The style

of cooling? Or is it the chemical composition of the

magma? Given the initial conditions assumed for the

formation and condition of the initial magma, a host

of processes involving sorting of crystals existing in

the initial magma are excluded, as are also processes

associated with the emplacement sequence itself.

Given the assumptions, Wager and Deer explained

Skaergaard, with no (or very few) initial crystals, as

crystal growth starting somewhere in the middle of the

body in response to strong cooling from the roof. The

melt mingles with any crystals that are around the

edges and keeps reacting like the bottle of wine so

that the middle of the body chemically evolves with

time. Cumulous crystals, like snowfalls, build up on the
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floor and form sequences of modally layered rocks in

response to periodic loading and unloading of the

system with crystals due to roofward cooling. The

geometric form of the body encourages cascades of

crystal-laden currents down the sloping walls. Within

the piles of cumulate crystals on the floor, compaction,

continued crystal growth, and melt migration physi-

cally modify the textures and chemically evolve the

rock to fit the final product. Additional liquid may leak

out, but eventually we end up with some liquid left at

the roof with some rind on the top. This perspective is

heavily influenced by Pirsson’s treatise on Shonkin

Sag. Wager and Deer got this perspective from Harry

Hess who was working on the massive, heavily layered

Stillwater Intrusion. (Although Hess’s memoir was

published much later in 1960, his incidental reports

on his Stillwater work are cited by Wager and Deer.)

Faced with similar sequences of modally layered rocks,

Hess went back to the early work of Becker, Pirsson,

and Grout, and incorporated the overall process

spelled out by Pirsson. The important point here is

that the Pirsson model is the fundamental idea from

which all explanations for the evolution of layered

intrusions have emanated. It is thus important to

understand this model in more detail in light of dis-

cerning the importance of magmatic initial conditions.

6.07.6.1 Cooling from the Roof

When an opening is made in the crust for emplace-

ment of a magmatic body, the upper and lower

contacts of country rock initially had exactly the

same temperature. The magma is generally much

hotter than the country rock and the difference in

temperature between magma and country rock is

large and virtually identical at upper and lower con-

tacts, regardless of the thickness of the body. The rate

of cooling of the magma by conduction through the

upper and lower wall rock is also virtually identical.

The body thus cools at the same rate from top and

bottom. This is shown by considering the central

temperature in identical hot sheets emplaced far

from, near, and on Earth’s surface. There is no dif-

ference, especially in early times, in the rate of

cooling for deeply buried and shallow intrusions,

and only a sight difference for a body (e.g., lava or

lava lake) on the surface. The sheets of magma are so

much hotter than their surroundings that it is essen-

tially immaterial what they are surrounded by. This

also holds for all the other margins of the body, that

is, sidewalls. Other processes of cooling, such as

hydrothermal convection, will influence differently

the upper and lower contacts, but mainly only in the

later stages of cooling when solidification is no

longer important (e.g., Marsh, 1989). The conclusion

is, thus, that magmas in general do not cool more

strongly from the roof and crystallization is no more

intense along the roof than it is elsewhere along the

margins of the body. Cooling is characterized by heat

flow from all outer margins of the magma at ‘approxi-

mately’ similar rates, and this cooling is characterized

everywhere by crystallization. For every unit of ther-

mal energy flowing from the magma, a specific mass

of crystals is produced in a specific spatial pattern.

6.07.6.2 Style of Crystal Nucleation

and Growth

In Becker’s original model of magma chamber

crystallization, for example, liquid moves freely in

and out of the mass of growing crystals, carrying, in

effect, nutrients to the crystals. The residual melt

becomes increasingly depleted in time in crystalline

components, thereby becoming enriched in

unwanted or residual components. The center of a

crystallizing bottle of wine becomes increasingly rich

in alcohol. This is essentially what happens in any

system where dendritic crystal growth prevails as in

metallic alloys and aqueous solutions. These solu-

tions are also commonly of low viscosity melt and

low Prandtl number. Compared to silicates dendritic

crystals are unusually large and can span a significant

distance within a solidification front. If these dendri-

tic systems were scaled up to the size of typical

bodies of magma, dendritic crystals might reach

sizes of tens of meters or hundreds of meters long.

Large compositional boundary layers develop on the

large crystals and are buoyant, highly mobile, and

highly effective in carrying ‘used up’ fluid from the

crystals. This is very much unlike what we see in

silicate magmas.

One of the curious things about magma is that the

size of crystals in most igneous rocks is on the order

of tenths of a millimeter to a centimeter. That reflects

the multisaturated, multicomponent nature of silicate

magmas where chemical diffusion is slow and the

melts are highly viscous (e.g., large Prandtl number).

Within thickening solidification fronts, crystals

nucleate and grow at the leading edge near the liqui-

dus. Nucleation certainly does not start here, for

magmas are essentially dirty systems, laced with

nuclei. Only in some very rare systems are magmas

ever free of nuclei as an initial condition. This

reflects the fact that endogenous magmas are never
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found to be superheated. Nuclei are thus always

present and serve as seeds for crystallization regard-

less of the exact phase involved. Once the cooling

front arrives, existing nuclei increase in size outward

through the solidification front. The tiny growing

crystals are in a parasitic relationship where what

chemical components one crystal does not want,

another one will nucleate and grow to use.

Diffusion is so slow in silicate liquids that if an olivine

crystal is growing on the liquidus of tholeiitic basalt,

for example, unwanted components like CaO, Al2O3,

Na2O, Fe2O3, SiO2, and K2O build up in the sur-

rounding melt. This increases the chemical potentials

of clinopyroxene and plagioclase, spawning nuclea-

tion and crystal growth. This reflects the common

state near multiple saturation in many basaltic mag-

mas, a slight enhancement in concentration of

rejected components will saturate the melt in another

solid phase. Continual growth of these crystals will

enhance nucleation and growth of the other phases

and vice versa. This creates local intense clusters of

crystals of several phases and, eventually, from these

clusters appears single large, well-formed crystals

(see Figure 15). The small crystals combine through

aggregation and grain boundary migration into large,

optically continuous crystals. The process is part of

the phenomenon of Ostwald ripening, where touch-

ing grains combine in response to lowering the net

surface free energy. This is, in effect, a form of high-

temperature annealing, and it happens so rapidly that

it is difficult to observe except in samples quenched

from lava lakes. The long-believed perception of

crystals nucleating and growing at widely separate

locations and only eventually impinging on one

another at the close of solidification is a reflection

of an assumption of homogeneous nucleation, which

rarely occurs in magma. Heterogeneous nucleation is

the rule in magma.

6.07.6.3 The Critical Connection between

Space and Composition

The variations in melt silica content and viscosity

with distance or crystallinity within a typical tholeii-

tic basalt solidification front are shown by Figure 16.

Both silica content and viscosity increase dramati-

cally with the degree of crystallinity or distance

outward in the solidification front. It is especially

notable that silica enrichment increases gradually

for the first 50 vol.% of crystallization, increasing

by only about 5 wt.%. It is only outward of this

point, at much higher crystallinities, that strong

enrichment occurs. But once the level of crystallinity

reaches 50 vol.%, the point of critical crystallinity has

been reached where the magma is a rigid network of

crystals laced with melt. The melt and crystals cannot

Figure 15 Thin sections (�5�2 cm2) from Makaopuhi

Lava Lake (courtesy of Dr. T. L. Wright) at crystallinities of

c. 20 and 40 vol.% (upper to lower) showing the tendency

for crystallization to occur in dense clusters.
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be easily separated, and the crystals surely cannot be

separated by conventional crystal settling. Andesitic,

dacitic, and rhyolitic melts occur at increasingly

higher states of crystallinity, where the separation

of melt and solids in increasingly difficult. The key

to chemical differentiation of the magma is to isolate

the enriched melt at a separate body of magma. How

does this occur?

Out in the center of the body nothing is happen-

ing. As seen earlier, crystals will not begin growing

there until the inward propagating solidification front

arrives. Even small crystals escaping from the suspen-

sion zone of the solidification front will have no effect

on the overall magma composition. Tiny crystals

falling from the suspension zone are resorbed in the

inner hotter magma and do nothing to change melt

composition. Even a big plume of crystals and

slightly cooler melt dropping from the suspension

zone, which might survive transit of the hot inner

magma, simply enters the suspension zone of the

lower solidification front with no net spatial change

in the composition of the system. It just goes from one

part of the system to another. Low-density melt

might escape from the lower solidification front, but

the viscous chemical boundary layers on the tiny

crystals have little buoyancy and are stabilized by

the cluster style of nucleation and growth and the

advancement of the solidification front itself.

Chemically, nothing is going on out in the center of

the body. It is within the solidification fronts that any

differentiation will take place.

The most critical relationship to appreciate in

understanding magmatic processes is the relationship

between moving across a conventional phase diagram

and moving in space in a magmatic system. Because

the temperature field of a magma is closely tied to

space, phase diagrams are also tied to space. Moving

on a phase diagram, thus, always involves moving in

space (i.e., x, y, z) in a magma, and these moves are

almost always within solidification fronts because

that is where temperature varies the strongest with

spatial coordinates.

This critical relationship can be readily appreciated

by considering a David Walker-style normative tern-

ary phase diagram with the normative components

olivine, diopside, and silica at the apices and the

systems is saturated everywhere with plagioclase (see

Figure 17). These phase relations fit a wide range of

basaltic magmas from tholeiites to high-alumina

basalts (HABs). There is a single major cotectic

boundary separating the two major phase fields of

olivine, or alternatively orthopyroxene at higher silica

contents, and diopside or clinopyroxene. Because of

the mapping between temperature and space, any

movement on this phase diagram, along the cotectic

or anywhere else, involves a move in magma space.

Beginning in the middle of the magmatic system, the

corresponding point on the phase diagram is the

beginning bulk magma composition on the cotectic

boundary (see the large block dot). Moving in space

from the center outward into the upper solidification

front no move occurs on the phase diagram because

there are no temperature or composition changes.

Once the solidification front is entered there is a

choice whether to follow the bulk composition on

the phase diagram or only the interstitial melt compo-

sition. If the local bulk composition is followed, all

points map onto the same initial starting bulk compo-

sition (i.e., the same starting black dot). This is because

there has been no separation of crystals and melt. If, on

the other hand, the local residual melt composition is

monitored, then the compositions migrate, with

increasing crystallization or depth outward in the soli-

dification front, along the cotectic toward the silica

corner of the ternary. The silica corner will, in fact, be

closely approached as the very last bit of melt
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crystallizes near the solidus at the back end of the

advancing solidification front. It is important to realize

that these late-stage, highly fractionated melt compo-

sitions do not exist separately, in and of themselves, as

an actual physical entity that could be erupted as lava

or re-emplaced as a pluton. These melts are locked

within the crystalline framework of the solidification

front and cannot be separated by any simple means;

more on these processes later.

An understanding of this critical relationship

between spatial variations in magma and moves on a

phase diagram makes solving, or at least understand-

ing, many fundamental petrologic occurrences

straightforward. Magmatism at ocean ridges the

world over is predominantly tholeiitic with subtle

variations of many kinds. No silicic differentiates are

ever seen as lava. The volumetrically overwhelming

composition rests on the cotectic and does not move

toward the silica corner as might be expected from a

viewpoint of classical crystal fractionation theory. No

continent-like rocks are produced. As will be seen

later, the ocean ridge magmatic system is essentially

a sill or series of sills, called the axial ridge magma

chamber, perched at the top of a vertically extensive

magmatic mush column. When the plates move

apart, aliquots of essentially crystal-free magma are

withdrawn or pulled from the subjacent sill by dis-

rupting the roofward solidification front. No magma

comes from within the solidification fronts, so the

lavas are generally always just basalts. Once the

system is activated in this way, more magma arrives

from below, which may contain ‘tramp’ or dynami-

cally entrained crystals from the underlying mush

column. Upon entering the axial sill, these crystals

will settle from the magma, which is an example of

‘punctuated differentiation’ discussed earlier, and the

magma will sit there surrounded by solidification

fronts.

This process also explains why Hawaiian and simi-

lar large-volume basaltic centers in oceanic settings

produce such a paucity of silicic differentiates. The

summit lavas from Kilauea, for example, are never

more fractionated than about 51.5 wt.% SiO2 and

7 wt.% MgO (see Figure 18). If this composition is

traced from the chemical variation diagram to a soli-

dification front, it is seen that this composition defines

the inner, leading edge of the suspension zone of the

solidification front. The more fractionated, more
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siliceous compositions are, again, locked within the

front and are not available by simple means for with-

drawal and eruption. It should also be noticed

that there are many more primitive, high MgO

compositions, which represent, by and large, magmas

carrying an abundance of entrained forsterite-

rich olivine xenocrysts or tramp crystals. Once

the magma comes to rest, these crystals fall from the

magma as in punctuated differentiation and the usual

magma type of �51.5 wt.% SiO2 and 7 wt.% MgO is

produced. There are sometimes mildly differentiated

lavas erupted from the Kilauea rift system, silicic pods

are also found in the crusts of the Hawaiian lava lakes,

and on Iceland about 18% of the surface lavas are true

rhyolites and process leading to these effects is exam-

ined later. We will see bimodal differentiation comes

from solidification fronts that tear open and form

lenses of silicic liquids or silicic segregations. These

even show up in the lava lakes in Hawaii, but the key

for recognizing the role of this material as eruptable

magma on Earth’s surface is recognizing a means to

collecting individual segregations into large, eruptable

masses of magma.

6.07.6.4 The Sequence of Emplacement or

Delivery of the Magma

The fundamental question always lurking about but

rarely answered in analyzing exhumed magmatic

systems is: How was the system built? What was the

overall nature of the event in time span and volumes

of individual deliveries of batches of magma that

made the system? How did the system operate on a

year-to-year basis? These are difficult questions and

the postmortem evidence in exhumed magmatic sys-

tems is rarely conclusive. Rather, the most direct

evidence of the time scales and volumes of individual

batches of magma comes from volcanic systems.

Volcanic systems, on the other hand, lack all infor-

mation on the details of the internal arrangement and

local physical environments of the system in which

the volcanic products formed. It is no wonder, then,

that volcanologists and plutonists have widely diver-

gent views on the basic structure and workings of

magmatic systems. Yet it is the coupling of this evi-

dence that gives critical insight into the real-time

dynamics of the establishment and sustaining of mag-

matic systems. The quantitative connection between

volcanism and plutonism is the product of observed

erupted flux and the volume of individual plutonic

complexes. This product measures the ‘filling time’

or time to establish a magmatic complex. To estimate

this product, something of the form and volumes of

plutonic systems must be appreciated along with the

temporal pulse of volcanic systems.

6.07.6.4.1 Forms of magmatic bodies

Magmatic systems come in all shapes and sizes, but the

most common shape is sheet-like for plutons, sills, and

certainly lavas. This reflects the common vertical

orientation of the least principal stress in the upper

crust. Magma ascends as fluid-filled cracks (dikes) or

viscous blobs (diapirs) or as a combination of each.

Dike and fissure propagation is common in young or

developing systems, where the country rock is cool

and brittle, or in systems where the crust is in tension

as in continuous rifting as at ocean ridges. Magma

ascends due to its low density relative to the wall

rock and the influence of gravity. Ascension is a grav-

itational instability. Ascension is impeded by loss of

hydrostatic head (e.g., Ryan, 1994). The leading mass

of magma reaches a level of neutral buoyancy, which

may be due more to the vertically integrated buoyancy

than to merely the local density contrast, and is forced

to spread laterally by the continual rise of magma

deeper in the rising column, thus forming sheet-

like bodies, which in the upper crust are known as

sills. Sheet-like forms are fundamental to all magma,

regardless of level of emplacement in Earth. Magmatic

systems are, to first order, a series of sheets connected

by circular conduits and dike-like fissures.

Diapirism is more the rule in stationary, well-

developed magmatic systems, as perhaps beneath

older volcanic centers in island arcs where the system

has had ample time to develop, and the underlying

lithosphere has had ample time to heat up from the

long-term passage of many magmatic bodies. But

here, too, stalling diapirs mushroom out and go to

form sheet-like bodies.

6.07.6.4.2 Internal transport style

Once the system is established and has formed a mag-

matic mush column of some type (Figure 1), the form

of magma transport is probably more a combination of

many processes driven by density variations reflecting

basic differences in chemical composition due to melt

composition and the abundance and type of crystals

carried by the melt. At every level in a magmatic mush

column the process of local transport, although

broadly similar overall, may vary over time from

diapiric on many length scales to slurry flow as in a

pipe to dike flow. The style of the process itself and

time series of repetition is certainly chaotic. But since

the material is a viscous fluid of a relatively narrow
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range of composition and crystallinity, the outcome,

almost regardless of the details of transport, is distinct

to the tectonic setting and to a large extent predictable.

Becau se of the stro ng effect of anneal ing during

solidific ation, it is almost imp ossible to gau ge the

importan ce of repetiti ve reinjection during building

of a plut onic compl ex. Internal chilled margins as

indicators of the sudden juxtapositi on of mag ma

batches of cont rasting temp eratur e do no t survi ve

solidific ation, and the strong textur al chang es tha t

do survive are almos t univer sally interpre ted as

reflecting internal solidi fication dynam ics. There

are few if any tru e indicat ors in intrusive complex es

of the na ture of the time seri es of deliv eries of the

batches of magma tha t colle cted to make the final

magma. As noted above, this is where the fluxes and

eruptive time scales are abso lutely critical to und er-

standing mag matic system s.

6.07.6.4.3 Eruptive t ime sca le s a nd fl uxe s

The observ ed duration s of volcanic eruptio ns have

been summ arized by Simkin. By far the most com-

mon erupti on lasts from abou t a month to a year,

with the ove rall spe ctrum of times span ning abou t

100 year s.

Measures of eruption flux come from mass balances

on both large and small scales. The flux of magma

from global ocean ridge systems can be estimated from

the product of the average rate of spreading (double

si de d, �5 cm yr� 1), the thickness of the oceanic crust

(�8 km), and the length of the ridge system

(�40 000 km), which amounts to about 15 km3 yr� 1.

This is clearly a minimum estimate, for the actual

amount of magma existing in the system at any time,

because a significant amount of magma probably gets

trapped in the deeper parts of the system and is

recycled back into the mantle source rock. The flux

that established the island of Hawaii must have been,

on average, about 1 km3 yr�1. The age of the island is

about 1 My and it has a volume of about 106 km3. The

apparent fluxes that established large igneous pro-

vinces fall in this range of � 1–15 km3 yr� 1. For

examples, consider the Columbia River flood basalts

(�1 km3 yr�1), the Deccan traps (� 3 km3 yr�1), and

Ontong Java (�15 km3 yr� 1) (see Coffin and Eldholm,

19 92 ). The volumes of these lava sequences are gen-

erally much larger (�1–50 � 106 km3) than any known

magmatic intrusions, the largest of which are Bushveld

(S. Africa), and Dufek (Antarctica), each at about

50 0 0 00 km 3. The Sudbury impact melt sheet may

originally have had a volume of about 35 000 km3,

and Skaergaard is on the order of 650 km3. By far  the

largest single ‘day’ eruptions are those of silicic pyr-

oclastic ash flows. The Fish Canyon ash flow is about

3000 km3, the Toba Tuff is about 2000 km3, and the

two Timber Mountain Tuffs are 1200 and 900 km3

(e.g., Smith and Roobol, 1982). The huge flux of these

silicic events undoubtedly reflects the mode of trans-

port of uncapping an overpressured, near-surface

system containing large amount so dissolved volatiles.

It would be difficult imagining an intrusive even of

this magnitude.

6.07.6.4.4 Filling times

Given the final volume of a pluton or sill, the filling

time is a multiple of the input flux. For a body of the

size of Skaergaard (�650 km3), for example, the filling

time is �45 years if all the magma produced at the

ocean ridges (15 km3 yr�1) were directed to this loca-

tion. For a Hawaiian rate (1 km3 yr�1), the filling time

is longer, 650 years. There is no simple way to decide

the actual filling time (U–Th and Po–Pb–Ra isotopic

disequilibrium may offer some information) – the only

physical constraint comes from rate of solidification.

The rate of filling must be significantly greater than

the rate of solidification. For these sheet-like systems,

it is straightforward to show by scaling the heat equa-

tion (see eqn [1]) and including the effect of latent heat

(e.g., Jaeger, 1968) that the solidification time (t)is well

approximated by the simple formula

t ¼ 0:694
ðL=2Þ2

K
½17�

where L is the half-thickness of the sheet and K is the

thermal diffusivity (e.g., �10�2 cm2 s�1). The half-

thickness of a sill or pluton can be estimated by noting

that the aspect ratio (n) of sills is 100 or more whereas

that of plutons is about 10; there are of course large

variances in these values, especially for plutons.

Nevertheless, for a given volume (V), of magma the

half-thickness of the equivalent rectangular sheet of

dimensions n2L� n2L� 2L is given by L¼ (V/8n2)1/3.

Under this approximation, for a given volume of

magma, sills will be thinner than plutons and the

solidification time of sills will be significantly smal-

ler than for plutons. The competition in filling time

and solidification time for a range of fluxes operat-

ing over the characteristic eruptive times found by

Simkin is shown by Figure 19. In light of the earlier

discussion of the controls of crystallinity on magma

fluidity, the calculated time for solidification has

been lessened by a factor of 10 to ensure that the

body is sufficiently fluid to ensure reinjection with-

out creating an internal chilled margin, or also to
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ensure that the sequence of arrivals of magmatic

parcels can mix to make a single body. From this

constraint, the characteristic thickness of a sill is

�100 and �1000 m for a pluton, and the filling

times are, respectively, about 10 and 300 years.

These are geologically reasonable results, but the

actual filling times may be much less. This sequence

of events for sills will be revisited below when

discussing the Ferrar dolerites.

6.07.6.4.5 Magmatic deliveries, episodes,

periods, and repose times

At a more detailed level, it is also clear that the full

volume of the body is probably not delivered in a

single event, but, in keeping with the typical style of

volcanic eruptions, individual batches of magma may

arrive serially perhaps every few weeks or months as in

a volcanic episode. The accumulated volume from the

full series of deliveries amounts to a volcanic episode,

which gives rise to the final body of magma. This is an

important distinction as a series of episodes may also be

strung together to make up a much longer magmatic

period giving rise to a sequence of sills or a compound

pluton consisting of multiple lobes each associated

with one another but having separate cooling times.

The episodes themselves reflect volcanic repose times,

which for many active volcanoes may occur for tens to

hundreds or perhaps thousands of years. Moreover, the

longer the series of deliveries, the more chance there is

for variations in phenocryst content in the batch of

arriving magma, which, as been discussed for Hawaii,

is highly dependent on the magnitude of the eruptive

flux. Thus, the larger the final body of magma, the

larger is the probable variance in the concentration of

large crystals, both phenocryts and tramp crystals, con-

tained in the ensemble of the individual delivered

batches of magma. The more variance in the deliveries,

the more variance to be expected in the final sequence of

the rock within the pluton or sill. It is very likely exactly

these variances that give rise to exotic sequences of

layering from modal sorting during deposition of crys-

tal-laden deliveries of magma in the building of large

igneous bodies. Nevertheless, in this context, what is

perhaps also surprising is the abundance in volume

flood basalt provinces of extensive lavas containing

low concentrations of phenocrysts.

6.07.6.5 Thermal Ascent Characteristics

and The Role of Thermal Convection

From the earliest models of magma chambers, as in

Pirsson’s discussion of Shonkin Sag, convection has

always played a role in establishing the final product.

The exact nature of this convection, whether it was

driven by thermal, compositional, or sedimentation

effects, has never been clear. Convection has been a

necessary convenience in magmatic histories and it has

taken on a multifaceted physical nature, most often

without explicitly defining its specific form. The pro-

cess of ascent, transport, and emplacement of magma is

certainly a form of convection or advection. Fluid

motions accompanying the deposition of phenocrysts,

however complicated this might be due to the

dynamics of slurries (e.g., Marsh, 2004), are also cer-

tainly a form of convection. But most often, perhaps in

response to the concentrated attention on mantle con-

vection in driving plate tectonics, magmatic convection

has been assumed to be primarily thermal. The physics

of conventional thermal convection in a crystallizing

solution is not entirely straightforward as has been

summarized by Zieg and Marsh (2005), from which

the following summary comes.

The importance of thermal buoyancy relative to

viscous drag and heat transfer by conduction is a

measure of the tendency for thermal convection to

occur in a layer of fluid. These effects are collectively

measured by the dimensionless Rayleigh number

(Ra). The physics of thermal convection in many

types of fluids with various forms of heat sources,

geometries, and boundary conditions is well known

(e.g., Turner, 1973). Relatively little is known, how-

ever, about thermal convection in fluids undergoing
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crystallization in marginal solidification fronts, espe-

cially in fluids as diverse as silicate magmas (Marsh,

1989). This uncertainty has spurred debate over the

occurrence of thermal convection in common mag-

mas (e.g., Marsh, 1991). With no direct experimental

observations of magmatic thermal convection,

experimental attention has been focused on analog

fluids that might be similar to magma. These systems

are molten paraffin (Viskanta and Gau, 1982;

Brandeis and Marsh, 1989, 1990) and solutions of

isopropanol and water (Kerr et al., 1989; Hort et al.,

1999). This work shows that in an initially super-

heated melt convection sets in rapidly and persists

only until all the superheat has been dissipated.

Thermal convection steadily wanes with approach

to the liquidus and ceases at the liquidus. All further

cooling is by conduction, which may be the behavior

of many crystallizing fluids. The strong contrast with

nonsolidifying systems is marked by the kinetics of

crystallization (Hort et al., 1999; Marsh, 1996; Hort,

1997). There is indirect evidence that it is also the

case in magma in comparing the cooling of Hawaiian

lava lakes with lava flows. The growth of the crust of

the lava lakes, measured through direct drilling (e.g.,

Wright and Okamura, 1977), shows the same pattern

of growth for lavas as measured by Hon et al. (1994).

This is fundamentally significant, as will be seen

below, for the magnitude of the Rayleigh number

(Ra) depends on the characteristic length scale to

the third power, and Ra must be much larger than

about 103 for convection to be possible. Since most

lavas are quite thin (�5 m), Ra is small, certainly

subcritical, which suggests the same for the much

thicker (�100 m) lava lakes.

6.07.6.5.1 Superheat

This apparent lack of thermal convection may also be a

reflection of the lack of superheat in terrestrial magma,

which may erupt at or below the liquidus temperatures.

This is because undersaturated magma adiabats are

steeper than liquidi, which promotes superheating.

The appearance of any superheat leads to an enormous

Rayleigh number, which brings on vigorous thermal

convection, dissipating the superheat to the wall rock

and bringing the temperature strongly back to the

liquidus (see Figure 3). With the loss of superheat,

thermal convection ceases, and the process repeats

itself on a timescale governed by the rate of ascent.

The thermal ascent trajectory is an oscillation about

the liquidus. For sufficiently rapid ascent rates, magma

temperature is, in effect, buffered at the liquidus. When

ascent is sufficiently slow, heat loss by conduction

sustains magma temperature at subliquidus values,

but here the magma flirts with stagnation through

critical increases in viscosity due to crystallization

(note shading in figure). ‘Dry’ magmas, like at Hawaii,

erupt at near-liquidus temperatures. No magma is ever

bone-dry, and Hawaiian MgO-rich lavas contain sig-

nificant amounts of ‘phenocrysts’, which are a

combination of so-called ‘tramp’ crystals entrained

from earlier crystallization cumulates and even wall

rock materials (e.g., Wright and Fiske, 1971; Garcia

et al., 1989; Marsh, 2006). The relatively low volatile

content makes the ensuing eruption of low explosivity,

but the lavas are highly mobile. This is just the reverse

for ‘wet’ magmas. Here ‘wet’ means magma containing

significant amounts of dissolved volatiles, especially

water, which for alkali basalts may mount to 2–3 wt.%.

Wet magmas similarly follow the liquidus, but

only as long as they remain undersaturated. At

the depth of volatile saturation, the liquidus and

adiabat cross. At this point, the liquidus, depending

on the exact water content, may be at or below the

1 atm solidus. Further adiabatic ascent is, at best,

isothermal (allowing for some crystallization; see

details below), and the magma undergoes progressive

devolatilization, bubble nucleation, bubble coales-

cence, fragmentation, and extensive ash and tephra

formation. The eruption is highly explosive, but the

ensuing lavas are highly immobile. By analogy with

siliceous systems (e.g., Jaupart, 1998; Dobran, 2001;

Melnik et al., 2005), the magma degasses and slowly

squeezes out as a viscous sludge.

The pervasive lack of superheat in endogenetic

magma bodies may thus reflect the efficiency of

convection in eliminating superheat as it occurs dur-

ing ascent (Marsh, 1989). Magmas formed by impacts,

however, can become instantly superheated in situ.

This results in vigorous magmatic convection that

lasts until all the magma has cooled to its liquidus

temperature. The initial temperature of the Sudbury

impact melt sheet, as will be considered below, was

approximately 1700�C, well above the liquidus tem-

peratures. In this context, and also perhaps for the

lavas on Io, it is useful to consider the role of thermal

convection in superheated magma.

The magnitude of the governing Ra at the onset of

convection determines the time scales for convection

to become fully developed and also for the superheat

to be removed from the system. Ra can be estimated

directly from the definition

Ra ¼
�g�TL3

v�
½18�
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where g is grav ity, � T is the initial amount of super-

heat (� 500 � C for Sud bury), � is the coeffici ent of

thermal expans ion ( � 5 � 10 �5 � C �1 ), L is the thick-

ness of an individual layer (nor ite � 1 km, granoph yre

�1.5 km for Sudb ury), v is the kinem atic viscosity of

the melt layers (nor ite �10 cm 2 s� 1 , granoph yre

�100 cm 2 s �1 ), and � is the thermal diffusi vity

(�10 � 2 cm 2 s � 1). With thes e values,

Ra ¼ 1015 – 1017 ½ 19�

For re ference, the Ra governi ng convection in Earth’ s

mantle is �10 5 , and con vection commenc es in a layer

of fluid containe d between two solid boundar ies

heated from below and cooled from above when

Ra ¼ 1708. For one soli d bou ndary and one fluid

boundary, Ra ¼ 1100 , which is ap propriate for

Sudbury. T his implies that conv ection in the

Sudbury mel t sheet w as ini tially in the regi me of

vigorous turbule nce (e.g., Khurana , 1988 ). This

means tha t the ther mal regime was chao tic and the

layers wo uld hav e been rapidly mixed and homoge-

nized. It is importan t to emp hasize that, during

convection, all the main dynamic featu res of the

system (e.g., conv ective velocity, rate of heat trans fer,

etc.) depe nd intimat ely on Ra. It is also importan t to

realize that even for a mag ma with a very small

amount of superhe at ( � 1� C), Ra could be large if L

is sufficiently large . In the above estimate of Ra for

Sudbury, reduci ng � T to th is level only brings Ra

down to abou t 10 12 –10 13 . This suggest s that any

amount of superhe at whatsoe ver will bring on vigor-

ous con vection an d rapidl y bring the temper ature

back to the liquidus. Thermal conv ection cannot be

expected as a common proce ss in magma chambers .

For compl eteness, especial ly in considerin g ascen d-

ing magmas , extraterres trial magmas , and impac t

melt sheets, it is essen tial to consider the startup

time and rate of cooling in con vecting magma.

T he time (t) for con vection in each layer to start

and bec ome fully establish ed, for example, is given

by (e.g., Jhaveri and Hom sy, 1980 )

t ¼
L 2

�

B

Ra

� �2 =3

½ 20�

where B (� 350) is a constant and the other symbols

are as above. Using Ra as found earlier, thermal con-

vection in the Sudbury melt sheet would have fully

developed within about an hour. This reflects the

potential strength of convection due to the presence

of such a large degree of superheat. The rate of cooling

also reflects this extreme vigor of thermal convection.

There are tw o extre mes for the emp lacement and

cooling environm ent of magma. The firs t is mag ma

cooled rap idly at the mar gins due per haps to hydro-

thermal transfer in the roof and footwall, and the

secon d is magma deep ly embed ded in a purel y con-

ducti ve med ium.

6. 07.6 .5. 1.(i) R apid convec tive coolin g The

averag e temp erature ( T ) in a rap idly convecting

layer, strong ly cooled from its margins , especial ly

from above, is give n by

T ¼ TL þ �To 1 þ t

	

h i – 1 =b

½21 �

where TL is the liqu idus te mperature , � T o is the

amoun t of superhe at, t is time, an d 	 is a group of

parameter s tha t characte rizes the ove rall cooling

time. The value of 	 is given by

	 ¼
L2

2Cb �9 Ra – b ½22 �

The symb ols used here are as defined above, exc ept

for C and b, which come from the parametric relation-

ship (Nu¼CRab) between the rate of heat transfer, as

measured by the dimensionless Nusselt number (Nu),

and Ra. (Nu measures the magnitude of heat transfer

by convection relative to that by conduction.) For

high Ra convection, typical values of these constants

are b¼ 1/3 and C¼ 0.4 (e.g., Turner, 1973; Marsh,

1989). The thermal diffusivity (k9¼ Kc/�Cp) derived

here contains mixed properties; the thermal conduc-

tivity (Kc) is of the wall rock and the density (�) and

specific heat (Cp) are of the magma, but a representa-

tive value of about 10�2 cm2 s�1 is still appropriate.

The drop in temp eratur e, as calculated using eq n

[20], is shown in Figure 20. Even in a body as large as

the Sudbury impact melt sheet, which may have

contained �35 000 km of magma, albeit in a thin

sheet (�3 km� 200 km), the superheat could have

dissipated in �10 years. This reflects the great effi-

ciency of thermal convection in removing heat from

a layer when there is little resistance to heat flow at

the margins. For a body buried deeply in a conduc-

tive environment, as in continental crust, cooling is

significantly slower.

6.07.6.5.1.(ii) Slower convective cooling in

a conductive medium For this extreme, consider

a melt sheet sandwiched between upper and lower

rock units that transfer heat only by conduction. To

assure that this is the slowest possible rate of con-

vective cooling and to simplify the problem, assume
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that the upper and lower layers of country rock are

infinitely thick. The temperature of the magma as a

function of time is given by (Carslaw and Jaeger,

1959; see also Marsh (1989))

T –Tw

Tm –Tw

¼ exp hx þ h2�t
� �

erfc
x
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4�t
p þ h

ffiffiffiffiffi

�t
p� �

½23�

where exp and erfc are, respectively, the exponential

and complementary error functions, Tm is the initial

magma temperature, Tw is the initial wall rock tem-

perature, x is the vertical spatial coordinate, and

h¼ �Cp/MCp9, where p is wall rock density, Cp and

Cp9 are the specific heats of, respectively, the wall

rock and magma, and M is the mass of magma (of

density �9) in contact with a unit area of wall rock.

For a melt sheet of thickness L cooling from above

and below where Cp�Cp9, M¼ �9L/2, and �� �9,
whence h¼ 2/L, the temperature of the magma

over time is found by setting x¼ 0:

T –Tw

Tm –Tw

¼ exp 4Fð Þ erfc
ffiffiffiffiffiffi

4F
p	 


½24�

where F ¼ kt=L2 . Since the magma is always well

mixed and of uniform temperature, the contact tem-

perature is also the overall magma temperature. In

this example, the magma reaches its liquidus tem-

perature in about 10 000 years; this variation in

temperature is shown by Figure 20.

From these two bounding examples, it is clear

that highly vigorous convection in magma lasts a

relatively short period of time, probably between a

few tens of years and a few hundred years. Once

convection ceases, the magma continues to cool

solely by conduction of heat.

Early petrologists thought magmas were com-

monly intruded in a superheated state, or at least

there was confusion on this issue. And, as mentioned

already, even though crystal-laden volcanic erup-

tions are the rule, the meaning of this feature

relative to magma chamber evolution was not appre-

ciated. Coupled with the inaccuracy appreciated of

assuming the importance of cooling mainly from the

roof, these misconstrued initial conditions set the

stage for a century of research on magma chamber

processes.

6.07.6.6 Summary of Magmatic Initial

Conditions

Like most Earth processes, including the formation of

Earth itself, the initial conditions are well nigh

impossible to ascertain. This is especially true for

magmatic systems. And because the initial condi-

tions, regarding timing and mode of delivery of

volumetric inputs and, especially, the concentration

of phenocrysts, are only rarely known, it is critically

important not to assume initial conditions that are

unrealistic. For in any physical process, identifying

the correct or reasonably correct initial conditions is

absolutely critical to the outcome. The assumption

by early petrologists of large magmatic bodies being

‘instantaneously emplaced free of crystals’ is not only

incorrect and untenable, but it is an impossibly
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difficult starting point from which to reach the

observed end result of an exotically layered body.

The most obvious cause of layering in intrusive

bodies is the periodic influx of crystal-laden magma

(e.g., Marsh, 2006), and not due to some form of

periodic overturning related to thermal convection

during crystallization. In fact, from all experimental

evidence on analog systems and circumstantial field

evidence, magmas only thermally convect if they are

superheated, which is a state never observed for any

endogenetic magma. Convection in response to the

density contrasts of periodic injections of deliveries

of magma, some containing heavy concentrations of

crystals, leading to establishment of a large body,

must certainly occur. This convection would clearly

be periodic and related to crystal deposition and

layer formation. In this fashion, the larger the body,

the higher the probability of acquiring textural

diversity.

6.07.7 End-Member Magmatic
Systems

Perhaps the most revealing and insightful means of

understanding magmatic processes is to examine

unusually complete, well-exposed systems where

the initial conditions are especially clear. Here we

will examine two such systems that in a strong sense

define the end members of magmatic system estab-

lishment and evolution. The two examined below are

the Sudbury impact melt sheet and the Ferrar doler-

ite system of the McMurdo Dry Valleys, Antarctica.

When deciphering these and any other magmatic

system, it is critically important to keep in mind the

role of solidification fronts in forming the final pro-

duct and also the major controls that the initial

conditions have on deciding the final outcome. In

trying to recognize the initial conditions two features

must be sought. One is the concentration of large

crystals in the initial magma forming the body, and

the other is the number of possible injections that

gave rise to the body.

6.07.7.1 The Sudbury Igneous Complex

(SIC)

The Sudbury impact melt sheet is the closest exam-

ple on Earth of a massive magmatic laboratory bench

experiment. This is a body that was emplaced instan-

taneously free of crystals. These are the exact initial

conditions postulated by early petrologists. In this

context alone, it is enormously valuable to examine

the end product. The SIC was produced 1.85 Ga in a

matter of minutes (�5) by impact of 10–12 km bolide

(e.g., Grieve et al., 1991). Perhaps originally contain-

ing as much as 35 000 km3 of magma �3 km deep and

spread across a crater �200 km in diameter, the

melt sheet had the aspect ratio of a compact disk.

Moreover, the initial temperature, which can be

ascertained by several methods, was �1700�C, well

beyond the liquidus (�1200�C) of the magma (Zieg

and Marsh, 2005). The melt was intensely super-

heated, destroying all existing crystals. For all

intents and purposes, this is an infinite sheet of

magma. The body today (see Figure 21) has been

deformed by continent-to-continent collision during

Grenville time, which has folded it from south to

north much as one would fold a sandwich. This

folding, along with glaciation, has made the stratigra-

phy particularly accessible as has extensive drilling

associated with mining (�1.5 billion metric tons) of

massive deposits of Ni–Cu sulfide ores along the

crater floor.

The final section of igneous rock is an upper layer

of �2 km of granophyre (�70 wt.% SiO2) and a lower

�1 km layer of norite (�57 wt.% SiO2) separated by a

transition zone of quartz gabbro of several hundred

meters, which is the densest rock in the entire section

(Figure 21). The most surprising aspect of this body is

the degree of homogeneity of the norite and grano-

phyre. The same stratigraphy is laterally continuous

across the entire body. There is no modal layering

anywhere. Trace element and isotopic ratios are

much too similar to ascribe to pure chance or a pro-

tracted igneous process. For example, isotopic ratios,

such as 87Sr/86Sr (Dicken et al., 1999) and La/Sm, Gd/

Yb, and Th/Nb, are nearly identical in the two main

units (Lightfoot et al., 1997). Although sill-like in form,

which is similar to other large bodies, like Bushveld,

Dufek, and Stillwater, it has none of the features of

major sills. The average composition is�64% SiO2 but

this material is not found as extensive chilled margins

at the top and bottom, and there is no systematic

chemical progression inward to suggest any form of

differentiation by crystal fractionation. These features,

among many others (see Zieg and Marsh, 2005), along

with unusually uniform textural homogeneity, suggests

that, once formed, the body did not evolve at all along

the lines long assumed for magmatic bodies. In fact, to a

close first approximation, once formed, the main units

did not evolve at all. They simply crystallized in place.

All of these features are likely natural consequences of

the impact process.
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Impacts of this size generate an outward moving

shock wave of �500 GPa (5 Mb), which is equivalent

to the pressure at Earth’s center. Temperatures

reached about 4000�C at the center of the impact,

vaporizing the impactor and adjacent silicate crust.

Beyond the vaporization zone an extensive melting

front existed and beyond this a fracture front. The

production of breccia of all sizes (tens of meters to

nanometers), in states of vapor, liquid, and solid,

characterizes all aspects of the cratering event. As

the impactor penetrated downward, it produced

within a few minutes a transient cavity �30 km

deep and �90 km in diameter. The target materials

from which the breccias were made consisted of

highly evolved continental crust. The crust was

granitic overall, but in detail it consisted of granitic

plutons, gneisses, swarms of diabase dikes and sills,

gabbroic plutons, quartzose sediments, and untold

other lithologic varieties. These materials form an

extensive 3-km-thick sequence of ‘fallback’ breccia

(Onaping Formation) that cascaded in from the crater

rim and atmosphere as the crater relaxed over a

few minutes into the final shallow impact melt sheet

(�6� 200 km). The magmatic part of the sheet is the

molten breccia (Zieg and Marsh, 2005). This molten

breccia is more properly described as a magmatic

viscous emulsion. That is, it consisted of blobs of

silicate melt of a wide spectrum of chemical compo-

sition and thus density and viscosity. Although

certainly not chemically immiscible, small density

and compositional differences gave rise to an exceed-

ingly heterogeneous melt where each blob had the

freedom to sink or rise. Large volumes of near-iden-

tical composition rapidly coalesced into an extensive

‘continuous phase’ within which were other smaller

chemically and physically distinct blobs, which

formed a ‘dispersed phase’. Because of the inherent

granitic nature of the crust here, the continuous

phase was granitic and the dispersed phase basaltic.

Once the sheet formed, this superheated magmatic

emulsion immediately began to separate and coalesce

into an upper granitic layer and a lower basaltic layer.

The separation and coalescence process was rapid,

taking place within a few years. Although a rapid

process, this process also allowed extensive intimate

chemical exchange between the dispersed and con-

tinuous phases.

Melt parcels smaller than a certain critical size

(�1 cm) rose or fell so slowly that they were chemi-

cally resorbed by diffusion into the surrounding melt.

Moreover, the vast surface area available to chemical

exchange allowed the entire melt sheet to chemically

interact by diffusion during coalescence of the

emulsion. And once the two layers had separated,

each superheated layer went into vigorous thermal

convection, which thoroughly homogenized each

layer. Prior to this time, the strong upward and

downward flow of melt parcels had suppressed ther-

mal convection. This convective phase of cooling

lasted at most a few tens of years (Zieg and Marsh,
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2005). The net result is two layers of strongly con-

trasting chemical composition that have intimately

and thoroughly exchanged trace chemical compo-

nents to a high degree and, then, each has been

thoroughly homogenized internally by exceedingly

vigorous convection. The high temperature and the

vigorous convection stripped the entire body of vola-

tiles, making it unusually dry for magmas of these

compositions.

Once the superheat had been dissipated from each

layer through thermal convection, convection ceased

and crystallization commenced in the form of inward

propagating solidification fronts from the top and

bottom. These fronts were unusual in that the contact

temperatures at the base and roof were each near the

solidus temperature of the respective magmas, gran-

ophyre and norite. This pinned the solidus at or near

the boundaries while the liquidus, defining the lead-

ing edge of the front, freely propagated inward to

meet, perhaps coincidentally, at the juncture of the

two layers. This allowed for unusually thick solidifi-

cation fronts to form. This made thick crystal mushes

at the top and bottom that acted to retard the descent

and rising of solid breccia debris from, respectively,

the roof and floor. Rafts of Onaping breccia founder-

ing from the roof fall in the less dense granitic magma

and descend until reaching the lower layer of basaltic

magma. At the same time, rafts of breccia and indi-

vidual large blocks from granitic plutons forming the

crater floor rose until encountering the upper grani-

tic magma. The net result of the movement of all this

debris is a zone of collection at the interface between

the two layers. This debris, some of which further

disaggregated and dissolved in surrounding magma,

and mafic melt squeezed from slight compaction of

the lower solidification combined in the end to make

the transition zone. The collection of all this debris

formed an unusual environment in terms of chemical

compositions and also oxidation state and collection

of volatiles. This debris carried hydrous minerals that

dehydrated upon heating, further shattering the brec-

cias into smaller fragments and freeing volatiles to

collect and form miarolitic cavities. This all pro-

duced an oxidized environment of heterogeneous

composition of strong density contrasts that may

have allowed internal gravity waves to propagate

along this interface. The culmination of this collec-

tion process occurred as the lower solidification front

reached the interface, structurally supporting this

unit, which is the densest horizon in the entire

body. This strong density gradient and overall struc-

ture of the transition zone is remarkably consistent

everywhere it has been measured (see Figure 22).

The net result of generating a large body of

magma instantaneously and free of all crystals is to

produce two essentially homogeneous layers with no

internal modal sorting or layering. This is a dramatic

confirmation of the null hypothesis, which states that

given a sheet-like magma free of crystals it will

crystallize to homogeneous rock with only slight

internal variations (Zieg and Marsh, 2005). Magmas

do not become exotically layered and show strong
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differentiation trends from basaltic to granitic by

crystal fractionation within such bodies. Then, how

does it happen? It happens by injections of magma

laden with large crystals. The extent and degree of

layering is a direct indication of the extent of injec-

tion of crystal-laden magma.

The Sudbury record is also valuable in showing

what happens to true granite target rock once it is

heated beyond its liquidus and then allowed to crys-

tallize as a dry high silica magma. The surprising

result is that the final texture is not a coarse-grained

typical granite. It is a fine grained granophyre. This is

likely due to the loss of its textural template due to

superheating and higher viscosity, and thus slower

diffusion rates, under anhydrous conditions.

Sudbury is also a prime example of how the con-

tinental crust became organized early in Earth

history. Ongoing impacts extensively melted the

fledgling crust, allowing it to continually reorganize

through emulsion sorting and coalescence.

As mentioned above, Sudbury is critically impor-

tant in clearly showing what happens to magma when

the initial conditions are explicitly known. In this

regard, it is an end-member example. Many thinner

diabase sills the world over are examples of this type

of magmatic body.

6.07.7.2 Ferrar Dolerites, Antarctica

Another end member is represented by systems that

are multiply or serially injected, partly with magma

literally choked with large crystals. An excellent

example of such a system that is unusually well

exposed is the Ferrar dolerites of the McMurdo

Dry Valleys, Antarctica.

The Ferrar dolerites, like similar systems world-

wide, were emplaced with the breakup of Gondwana

�180 Ma. Instead of the magma occupying the cen-

tral rift and being eventually lost with widening of

the rift, these magmas were emplaced in the stable

west continental shoulder of the rift. The magmas

were mainly injected into a thick section of Mesozoic

sediments called the Beacon Supergroup, consisting

of sandstones and associated sediments including coal

deposits. The overall package dips slightly (�5�) to

the west and is remarkably unfaulted, intact, and

exceedingly well exposed. The McMurdo Dry

Valleys are Earth’s most ancient landscapes and

have remained since the Early Tertiary essentially

unchanged (e.g., Wilch et al., 1993). Deep and long

east–west river-cut valleys expose �4 km vertical

sections over and area of �10 000 km2 revealing

four major mafic sills each �300 m thick. Sill compo-

sition is broadly similar to dolerite/diabase sills of

this age and type emplaced with the Gondwana

breakup worldwide. And with �55 wt.% SiO2, they

are similar compositionally to the norites of the lower

part of the Sudbury melt sheet, but the overall result

could not have been more different. The fundamen-

tal reason for this difference is the presence of a rich

abundance of large orthopyroxene (Opx) crystals and

the piecemeal injection of the system as sills rather

than as a single large body (Marsh, 2004).

A general geologic map of the Dry Valleys show-

ing the distribution of the dolerite sills is given by

Figure 23 (Marsh and Zieg, unpublished). The four-

sill system is capped by extensive flood basalts called

the Kirkpatrick Basalt (e.g., Fleming et al., 1992),

which are directly connected in age, composition,

and field relations to the underlying sills. The general

stratigraphic layout is shown by Figure 24. Besides

the unusually clean exposures, the singularly valu-

able feature of this system is the presence of an

extensive distribution of large Opx crystals in the

lowermost sill, the Basement Sill, which can be used

as tracers to follow sill emplacement and solidifica-

tion. These Opx crystals in every way play the same

role here as do the olivine tramp crystals in Hawaiian

lavas and lava lakes. They are crystals from earlier

magmatic events deeper in the underlying magmatic

mush column, and also possibly from subcontinental

mantle wall rock, that have been entrained by the

rising magma. Sills and dikes containing similar con-

centrations of phenocrysts have been long recognized

(e.g., Drever and Johnston, 1967; Gibb and

Henderson, 1996), and Simkin (1967), building on

an idea by Baragar (1960), generalized the concept

of flow differentiation to suggest a sequence of ascent

and emplacement as sills of crystal-laden magma.

This Simkin sequence is also shown in Figure 24.

A fundamental property of particles in ascending

fluid is the tendency to sort themselves by buoyancy

and drag (i.e., size, shape, and density contrast) rela-

tive to the walls containing the flow. Heavy particles

move away from walls and fall, relatively speaking, in

the ascending fluid establishing a central high con-

centration or tongue of particles. The mechanics of

this process is not entirely clear, but is associated

with small inertial effects in an otherwise essentially

inertia-free flow. Because the crystal tongue falls

progressively behind the leading tip of the ascending

column of magma, the leading magma and the

magma on the margins is the most refined, having

been stripped of crystals, and is positioned to cool
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and solidify first after emplacement. That is, once

ascent stalls and the magma begins to spread later-

ally, the leading crystal-free magma coats and

essentially cauterizes the wall rock as the sill wall

rock is progressively opened. All the crystal-free

magma about the sill margins is quickly chilled

into fine-grained rock. The tongue of crystals is uni-

formly deposited along the lower solidification front,
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forming a classic S-shaped profile after solidification.

Seminal fluid mechanical experiments realistically

depicting this process have been performed by

Bhattacharji in 1963.

This Simkin sequence of emplacement is found in

the Basement Sill, where an extensive Opx tongue is

found throughout the Dry Valleys. Although the locus

of emplacement of sills is rarely found, the distribution

of the Opx tongue gives direct insight into this point.

The Opx tongue diminishes in thickness in all direc-

tions outward from the general area of Bull Pass, a pass

in the Olympus Range forming the north wall of

Wright Valley. From this area, a series of petal-like

lobes propagated outward from a central funnel-like

magmatic feeder zone to establish the Basement Sill.

Profiles of MgO concentration through the Basement

Sill and the upper sills are shown by Figure 25. The

chilled margins and the leading tip of the Basement

Sill all have low MgO contents of �7 wt.%, similar to

Hawaiian basalts free of large crystals, but the compo-

sition at the sill center reaches about 20 wt.% MgO,

reflecting the high concentration (�40 vol.%) of

entrained Opx crystals. The shape of the MgO con-

centration profile is parabolic and the sizes and

abundance of Opx crystals are also of this form,

which is due to the emplacement flow field.

Upward in the sequence of sills, the maximum

MgO content decreases systematically (Figure 25),

with less and less indication of Opx involvement.

The compositional progression blends into the

composition of the overlying Kirkpartick flood

basalts. Coupled with the field relations, the overall

system appears to have developed from the top

down with the flood basalts first arriving from a

plexus of regional dikes. Thickening of the basalts

progressively capped the dikes forcing later arriving

magma into sills that intruded increasing deeper

in concert with the magma density. The Basement

Sill intruded last in a slow sluggish fashion due

to its high crystal content. This slow ascent and

lateral emplacement was aided by heating of

the country rock by earlier magma. That the empla-

cement process was very likely pulsatile is indicated

by internal irregularities in the MgO profiles.
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Stopping and restarting the emplacement process, as

in volcanic reposes, cause resorting due to the steady

advance of the upper and lower solidification fronts.

Everywhere within the Opx tongue are clear signs

of further detailed crystal sorting between Opx and

plagioclase. Plagioclase is the other major mineral

phase in the Opx tongue, but it differs greatly in size

as it nucleated and grew mainly during ascent and

emplacement. It is generally �10 times smaller in

grain size than the Opx (�2–5 mm). This large con-

trast in size allows plagioclase, given the chance, to

sieve through the Opx and collect in pockets and

layers. In most places, this sorting reflects the shearing

nature of the magmatic flow and plagioclase forms thin

undulating horizontal stringers or schlieren. That is, in

shearing of dense particle-laden slurries, the flow

dilates as the larger particles attempt to move past

one another. The dilation allows the smaller particles

to sieve into the shear zones and form deposits or

schlieren. There are many processes of this nature

that occur in granular materials and all of them lead

to sorting or layering of the final assemblage (e.g.,

Savage and Lun, 1988; Makse et al., 1997). Signs of

these processes are everywhere in the Basement Sill

and they culminate in the Dais section in central

Wright Valley. Here the Basement Sill literally cas-

cades downward and ponds at the deepest part of the

body to form an intricately layered complex called the

Dais Intrusion (Marsh, 2004). The layering ranges

between Opx-rich zones, called orthopyroxenite or

websterite, to almost pure anorthosite layers up to

0.5 m thick and laterally continuous for hundreds of

meters. This general style of layering between Opx

and plagioclase is common in many large layered

intrusions like Bushveld, Stillwater, and Ddufek, but

here it has been preserved in an unusually pristine

form due to the relatively rapid cooling of a body of

this size. Cooling and solidification here took place

overall in about 2000 years, but much quicker locally.

In the noted large-layered bodies, cooling and solidi-

fication, like at Sudbury, took hundreds of thousands

of years, during which time the initial textures

annealed, destroying detailed indications of how the

layers were formed. In most cases, the cause of the

layering has been ascribed to internal nucleation and

growth of crystals that have been resorted due to

magma flow, but not as an obvious result of injection

of a crystal-laden slurry.
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Considered overall, this magmatic system is che-

mically similar to Hawaii. Plots of CaO versus MgO

for Hawaii and the Dry Valleys Ferrar system are

shown by Figure 26. Each system shows strong

MgO control at high concentrations of MgO due to

the mechanical addition or loss of olivine (Hawaii) and

orthpyroxene (Ferrar). The other major difference in

these two systems is in the context of the samples. All

of the Hawaiian samples are of erupted lava, and only

magmas with less than about 50 vol.% crystals can be

erupted. Where exactly they came from in the under-

lying magmatic column and how they achieved their

final chemical state is unknown, although it can be

conjectured through geochemical methods. In the

Ferrar case, the context of each sample is known

exactly. In short, all of the rocks richer than 7 wt.%

MgO come from the Opx tongue, with the richest in

MgO coming from the central part of the Opx tongue,

and all rocks with less than 7 wt.% MgO come from

either the chilled margins or the upper sills that are

free of entrained Opx. The mechanical and chemical

processes by which these compositional states were

reached can be traced by the spatial context of the

rocks themselves within the overall system. In this

sense, it is revealing that none of the upper sills, nor

the Kirkpatrick Basalt, carry any Opx phenocrysts and

there is no other physical indication of the role of Opx

in their evolution. It is clearly evident in their chemi-

cal compositions, being so similar to the fractionated

compositions of the Basement Sill, that these magmas

are the product of an underlying magmatic mush

column dominated by Opx.

An additional fortunate characteristic of the Ferrar

system is the occurrence of four separate intercon-

nected massive sills and a contiguous overlying sheet

of flood basalts. The overall structure of the system is a

stack of sills forming a fir tree-like magmatic system.

This has allowed substantial volumes of magma, each

perhaps representing a volcanic episode, to be serially

emplaced as separate aliquots that cooled relatively

rapidly to preserve an accurate magmatic record. If, on

the other hand, all of this magma had gone to fill a

single reservoir, with the time between each episode

being short relative to the full solidification time, a

massive layered intrusion would have resulted and all

the revealing textures would have been lost to anneal-

ing (see Figure 27).

6.07.8 Lessons Learned from
Sudbury and the Ferrar Dolerites

Magmatic systems are made of individual batches of

magma delivered in amounts and over time as

expected from volcanic processes. If the accumulated

body is made of crystal-free contributions and is

roughly sheet like, it will crystallize to an essentially

uniform mass of rock, regardless of size. In the strictest

sense, there will be many local chemical and textural

aberrations due to untold local hydrothermal

and solidification front processes, but these are secon-

d-order features. Strong textural and chemical variants

come from variations in the nature of the injected

magma. The bigger the body the more injections

necessary to build it, and the more chance there is for

strong variations in the crystal content of the incoming

magma. Pervasive and exotic layering, clearly, reflects

the deposition, sorting, and subsequent chemical

annealing, including refinement of the incipient tex-

ture (e.g., Boudreau, 1994), of large crystals carried into

the body by incoming magma. The old adage that only

large bodies cool slowly enough to grow crystals large

enough to become layered is untenable. Shonkin Sag at

70 m and the Basement Sill at 330 m negate this
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premise, whereas the many featureless sills and plutons

throughout the world are like this because of the

phenocryst-free magma from which they were built.

The common occurrences of featureless granitic intru-

sions achieve this state because of the inefficiency of

crystal sorting in highly viscous magma. In essence, the

final state of most magmas is not too far different than

their state.

With this basic understanding of magmatic

systems gained from systems well exposed and rela-

tively straightforward to understand, it is useful to

extend this insight to other magmatic systems. The

two most common and extensive systems of Earth are

those represented by Ocean Ridge and Island Arc

magmatism. These systems are mainly studied from

a purely chemical point of view that, in and of itself,

can be misleading as to the physical basis behind the

outcome, and the following will emphasize more the

physical workings of these systems.

6.07.9 Ocean Ridge Magmatism

In concert with the classical concept of magma

chambers as giant vats of magma undergoing slow

progressive cooling, crystallization, thermal convection,

and crystal deposition into systematic layers reflecting

the history of the system, vast reservoirs of magma were

expected at the level of the oceanic crust beneath ocean

ridges. When these features were sought using seismic

methods, they were not found. Instead, thin (50–100 m),

wide (2–3 km) ribbons of magma, or sills, were found

(Sinton and Detrick, 1992). This spawned a general

model of ridge magmatism more consistent with

what is found for systems like the Ferrar and even

Sudbury, albeit on a smaller scale, and the structure

of the oceanic crust is an intimate reflection of the

combined process of magmatism in response to plate

tectonics.

This general system is shown schematically by

Figure 28. This depiction stems from the general

form of magmatic sill complexes found in the

Ferrar system, in old continental crust, in ophiolites

(e.g., Nicolas, 1995), and in three-dimensional multi-

channel seismic studies in the North Atlantic (e.g.,

Cartwright and Hansen, 2006), and it is also
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Figure 28 The mush column magmatic system at ocean
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consistent with what should be expected on a

mechanical basis in this tectonic region. This is a

magmatic mush column under steady-state operation

in response to mantle upwelling associated with

large-scale mantle convection. The mush column

stands in partially molten mantle ultramafic rock

modally dominated by olivine with subordinate

orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, and plagioclase, with

spinel and pyrope-rich garnet at successive higher

pressures. At the deeper levels (�50–100 km), signif-

icant partial melting due to adiabatic decompression

(McKenzie, 1984) forms an anastomosing complex of

melt veins and channels concentrating upward into a

main mush column stalk with periodic sills. The

mush column is capped by the axial magma chamber

beneath the ridge axis.

The system works through hydrostatic head pro-

duced in response to, in effect, suction at the top

associated with the abrupt splitting and spreading of

the lithospheric plates. From an initial state of near-

hydrostatic equilibrium, this abrupt motion with-

draws magma from the underlying axial magma

chamber, some of which erupts as pillow lavas and

that in the feeder solidifies as a dike. The loss of

hydrostatic equilibrium at the head of the system

propagates downward throughout the system, per-

haps partly as solitons, drawing magma upward in

the mush column and reestablishing stability.

Because all parts of the contiguous ridge plates do

not move at exactly the same time and to the same

degree, the process of melt motion at depth is certain

to be complicated. Magma at some depths may at

various times be pulled laterally as it ascends, making

its overall trajectory significantly nonvertical. The

intimate history of this process is recorded in the

vast sheeted dike complex, which is a characteristic

byproduct of ridge magmatism and is known so well

from ophiolites. Because they are random samples of

the axial magma chamber, they give an excellent

inventory of the general state of this magma, both

in terms of composition and crystallinity. These dikes

are typically fine grained and of low phenocryst

content; the phenocrysts are also mostly plagioclase.

This information strongly suggests that the axial sill

is a passive body of magma that experiences bursts of

withdrawals followed by recharging from below.

The basalts erupting at the ocean ridges are tho-

leiitic basalts, with low K2O (�0.2 wt.%), modest

TiO2 (�1.5 wt.%), and low and unfractionated rare

earth elements (REEs), and are commonly called

mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORBs). To first order,

these basalts are chemically among the most globally

uniform of any class of magmas. These are called

N-MORBs for normal MORBS. But at a more

detailed level of inspection, they show significant

variations in many facets, the most common of

which is enrichments in K2O and TiO2 and some-

times iron. These are called E-MORBs or enriched

MORBs and also sometimes Fe–Ti MORBS.

The first-order bulk composition of these basalts

reflects the underlying magmatic process of pro-

longed intimate contact with a vast solid assemblage

in the magmatic mush column. In effect, the chemical

composition is buffered by the mechanics of the over-

all process, much as in a water purification system.

This uniformity is also a result of the uniformity of

mantle composition itself, which has probably not

changed drastically over Earth history. That is, at

the present rate of ridge magmatism (�20 km3 yr�1),

the mantle will be recycled about once every 50 Gy,

which, even allowing for the role of contamination by

subduction, suggests the mantle composition has

been, to first order, fairly constant. But as a result of

initial inhomogeneities, subduction, and other styles

of magma generation, there are certainly subtle and

significant chemical variations in the mantle source

rock. In addition to these variations, there are also

regional variations in the thermal regime as a result

of the form of mantle convection. These effects cause

the depth of the principal melting region to vary in

extent and depth, which altogether causes distinct

fluctuations in the bulk composition of the magmatic

product. Another major factor is the rate of spreading,

which may strongly affect strength of the melting

anomaly and thus the overall mass and activity of

the mush column.

It is interesting to consider ridge magmatism from

the past point of view of classical magma chambers,

where, once emplaced in a large vat, the magma

differentiates by crystal growth and settling. This

strong uniformity of composition of MORBs is

explained by starting with MgO-rich magma pro-

duced by partial melting of peridotitic mantle to a

degree necessary to produce a large mass of mobile

magma. This process would produce a series of mag-

mas ranging from picrites to olivine basalts and

tholeiites. Yet picrites (olivine-rich basalt) are not

found at ridges, and arguments always persisted that

if picrites are parental to MORB then why are they

never seen? Why don’t they erupt more often, or at all?

This is not an uncommon situation in petrologic stu-

dies where critically important parts of the

hypothesized dynamic puzzle are not seen, but are

postulated to be in a hidden zone, or uneruptible due
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to density difficulties, or other factors. On the other

hand, to others, the fact that critically important mag-

matic parts of the system are never seen means simply

that they do not exist. In the present understanding of

ridge magmatism, the magmas are chemically fractio-

nated by contact with olivine, and other phases, but it

comes through intimate, diffusional, contact within the

mush column. The lack of presence of an actual

powerful magma chamber, as found on chemical

grounds, is replaced by a virtual magma chamber,

which is an integrated chemical process taking place

over the full extent of the mush column.

6.07.10 Island Arc Magmatism

6.07.10.1 Introductory

Arc magmatism contrasts fundamentally with ocean

ridge magmatism. The points of volcanism, the vol-

canic centers and surrounding crust, can remain fixed

for long periods of time (�1–10 My, depending on

location), and the flux of magma is much lower

(�10�2 km3 yr�1). Also, there is a universal relation-

ship between the rate of subduction and volcanism.

Where there is no subduction there is no volcanism.

There are also some close similarities and these are in

the spatial trace of volcanism on the surface; both are

long, sharp narrow welts, and the compositions of the

most voluminous magmas are to first order similar,

tholeiitic basalt and HAB. But unlike at the ridges,

where there is no choice in the ultimate source of the

magma, in arcs a wedge of asthenosphere sandwiched

between the arc lithosphere and the subducting

oceanic crust provides almost any number of end

members and combinations, with and without

continental crust, from which to get magma. As at

ridges, the main approach to understanding arc mag-

matism has been, and is, mainly through

geochemistry, but here the focus will be more on

the fundamental geophysical controls. Moreover,

petrologists have long assumed, as based on early

thermal models, that the subducting plate is too

cold to melt and that the source of arc magma must

be from the mantle above the plate, forming in

response to fluxing by volatile rising from the dehy-

drating plate.

A perusal of the principal volcanic arcs of the

world (Figure 29) shows a diverse range of geologic
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environments. There are arcs built on thick conti-

nental crust in South America, arcs built on oceanic

crust in the Scotia arc southeast off South America,

arcs traversing from continental to oceanic crust as in

the Aleutian Islands, and arcs on young mixed crust

in Kamchatka and Japan. The ages of the arcs also

vary a great deal from those like the Aleutians that

may be as old as 40 My to those as a young as the

Scotia arc at �3 My. This is not to say that the arc has

been in continual operation for long periods of time.

In fact, from the evidence of ashes deposited on the

sea floors around arcs, there is an apparent periodi-

city of eruptive activity, especially around the

Pacific, of about 2 My (e.g., Hein et al., 1978;

Scheidegger et al., 1980). Coupled with a record of

continuous subduction over much longer periods of

time, this may indicate that the arc systems periodi-

cally load with magma and then discharge over and

over again.

The force of the volcanism, even within a single

arc, can also vary significantly as can the nature of the

dominant lavas. In South America, there are major

gaps along the strike of the arc where there is no

volcanism. These correlate closely with shallowness

in the angle of subduction. If the plate subducts too

shallow, essentially adhering to the keel of the con-

tinental lithosphere, there is no wedge of

asthenosphere and no volcanism. The depth of the

top of the subducting plate is most commonly

�125 km, but it can be as large as �150–160 km.

And the detailed structure of the volcanic front of

any arc often intimately reflects the structural mor-

phology of the subducting plate. Arc volcanic fronts

are not simple continuous arcs, but are almost always

segmented into a collection of individual short seg-

ments forming a piecewise continuous arc. And the

arc segments are usually bounded by major fracture

zones or structural irregularities in the subducting

plate.

6.07.10.2 Arc Form

There are two spatial characteristics of island arc

volcanism that set it aside from all other forms of

volcanism. These are the regular spacing of the arc

volcanic centers and the segmentation of the volcanic

front. Although when built on continental crust, the

form of island arcs are can appear cluttered and

unclear, it is always there and clearest in young and

tectonically uncomplicated regions.

6.07.10.2.1 Spacing of the volcanic

centers

The basic structure of island arcs in terms of the

positions and form of the volcanic centers is excep-

tionally clear. The arc begins with a single sharp line

of volcanoes. This is the volcanic front, as named by

A. Sugimura (1968), which is, by far, the principal

locus of volcanism. The front fills in to a series of

unusually regularly spaced volcanic centers sepa-

rated by 50–65 km. The relatively young Scotia arc

shows this basic developmental form rather clearly

(see Figure 30). After existing for about 3 My, sec-

ondary volcanic centers may appear behind the front,

forming a weak secondary front. These are always

smaller and spaced closer to the front than the prin-

cipal spacing (d ) of centers along the front. There is

some sign that this secondary spacing (d9) follows the

relation d9¼ d cos (
), where 
 is the angle of dip of

the subducting plate (Marsh, 1979a, b). Leskov Is. in

the Scotia arc and Amak and Bogoslof islands in the

Aleutians are prime examples of these secondary

centers. Every arc seems to have them, although
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Figure 30 Detailed view of the Scotia Arc or South

Sandwich Islands. Note the prominent volcanic front, the

even spacing of volcanic centers, and the location of the

secondary volcanic center, Leskov.
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other forms of volcanism especially on continents

sometimes complicates identification. On a similar

timescale, young centers also appear within the

main front at points approximately midway between

the older initial and well-developed centers. These

centers never reach the strength of the main centers.

Bobrof Is. and the doublet Koniuji–Kasatochi islands

in the central Aleutians are such late centers.

6.07.10.2.2 Arc segmentation

That the arc volcanic front can be broken up into

piecewise continuous segments that may reflect a

similar structure in the underlying subducting plate

was noticed and developed by Richard Stoiber and

Michael Carr (e.g., 1971). Every arc shows this basic

form and it is especially clear for the Aleutian arc (see

Figure 31). To be clear, these are alignments between

only the ‘active vents’ of the front and not simply the

volcanic centers, which often contain a series of wan-

ing and waxing vents. Although some segments

contain only two or three vents, most segments con-

tain many vents, and this is much more than simply

the correlation of large dots on a map. The alignments

are particularly striking and delicate if viewed from

the exact summit of an active vent. Stepping away

�10 m from a vent within a segment will lose the

alignment, which can often be seen for 200 km or

more in each direction. Considering that the principal

active vent within any center usually migrates slowly

(�10 km My�1) in time away from the original front,

that the alignment exists at any time is suggestive of a

deep-seated fundamental cause.

6.07.10.3 Character of the Volcanic

Centers

The general pattern of development of individual

volcanic centers often shows a similar progression

from initiation to final size and this progression can

be arrested at any stage. These stages can be called

young, mature, and supercenters. The final form,

which is reflected by strength or volume of the cen-

ter, depends critically on the position of the center

within the front and within the arc itself. The
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Figure 31 Segmentation of the Aleutian Island arc volcanic front.
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stronger the rate of subduction, the larger the centers.

Centers deeply within a segment are generally larger

than those at the ends of segments. Centers begin, as

can be seen from the appearance of secondary cen-

ters, as essentially large multiple domes; the magma

is of low volume, highly crystalline, and sluggish.

Others begin with the eruption of a series of highly

mobile basaltic lavas interbedded with thin deposits

of tephra to form a low-profile shield. Continued

growth adds more to the shield and then sharply

transitions into a steeper-sided cone of primarily

(50–70 vol.%) volcaniclastic debris trussed together

with occasional lavas. Low-crystallinity basaltic flows

may be thin (�1 m, especially near the vent) and of

limited extent (hundreds of meters), whereas high-

crystallinity andesitic flows may be thick (�100 m),

massive, and extensive (kilometers). This basic tran-

sition from shield to steep cone forms the classic

composite cone of island arc, consisting of a strato-

cone built on the foundation of a shield cone. Many

volcanoes go no further in development. Reposes in

activity allow erosion to deeply incise the cone;

summit craters of tall stratocones commonly become

glacial cirques that breach the crater and dig deep

U-shaped valleys. In the next phase of activity, the

cone reconstructs itself with the lavas and debris

filling the topographic voids, making the field rela-

tions challenging. This is a mature volcanic center.

Further development often results in a series of

domes and fumaroles ringing the cone at an elevation

of about 50–70 % of the cone relief. This is com-

monly encouraged by deep erosion that may weaken

the cone near the main vent, allowing stagnant, high-

crystallinity magma to sluggishly extrude laterally.

This signals the solfateric stage of development.

These locations also sometimes develop into a series

of satellite cones, evicting a series of flows that may

mimic development of the central cone.

Supercenters develop when activity is particularly

strong and the stratocone phase outstrips erosion,

forming volcanoes of unusually large relief like Mt.

Fuji, Mt. Rainer, and Shishaldin (�3000 m) in the

Aleutians. Beyond this point, the cone can become

structurally unstable due to size and subsurface

magma ponding and catastrophic caldera collapse

often occurs (e.g., Williams, 1941; Smith and Bailey,

1968). The majority of the cone relief is destroyed

through collapse and violent ejection, leaving a low-

relief, distinctive crater as at Crater Lake, Oregon.

Further activity builds domes and new cones within

the caldera, generally not of a size commensurate to

the original cone, but sometimes even larger. This

cycle of growth and collapse may repeat itself many

times until the locus of volcanism migrates to a new

nearby location.

The style of eruption for arc volcanoes, unlike

for Hawaiian and Icelandic volcanoes where fissure

eruptions are common, is most often from the central

vent. These central vents are highly concentrated

and cylindrical that may fill and empty repeatedly

during a eruptive episode. This �500 m wide

vent at Korovin in the central Aleutians has been

observed empty to a depth of �1.5 km and later

brimming with magma and then spilling over into

lavas (see Figure 32). Acoustic echoing due to explo-

sions at the base of the vent when evacuated can be

heard for hundreds of kilometers. The highly explo-

sive nature of stratocone eruptions may more reflect

this concentrated plumbing system coupled with

high-crystallinity magmas, making them unusually

viscous, than an undue effect of high concentrations

of volatiles (as is more often assumed). Large regional

dikes are uncommon, although they do sometimes

accompany inflation and the precursory events of

attending caldera collapse. Small local dikes are com-

mon near vents and deeply eroded cones sometimes

show dikes radiating from the central vent that have

trussed together the volcaniclastics of the stratocone

and sometimes served as conduits for flank domes

and lavas.

Ash flows or ignimbrite deposits, so common to

continental volcanism and caldera collapse eruptions,

are also common to arc volcanism. But because of

their high mobility and erosiveness, evidence of these

events are often difficult to find and trace, especially

in oceanic environments.

Adak Fracture Zone

Tanaga

Kanaga

Bobrof

Moffett
Adagdak

Great Sitkin

Kasaatochi
Koniuji

Korovin

Figure 32 View of the detailed relations between two

segments of the Aleutian volcanic front at the island of Adak

and the position of the prominent fracture zone in the

subducting plate.
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6.07.10.4 Magma Transport

The strong centralization of arc volcanoes and the

lack of dispersion on the surface of vents over periods

of millions of years suggest deep magma transfer by

diapirism rather than by dike propagation. Deeply

eroded terrains also show bulbous plutons and a

paucity of dikes. When built on continental crust,

expansive welts of plutons form vast linear batholiths,

like the Sierra Nevada, formed in the subsurface from

foundered magma and from reprocessing of crustal

wall rock. The dominant type of magma emitted is

also affected by the density of the underlying crust.

Arcs on continental terrains are dominantly andesitic

(i.e., �60 wt.% SiO2), whereas arcs on oceanic crust

are dominated by HAB (�50 wt.% SiO2). This sen-

sitivity to density contrast is locally critical in

diapiric transport and much less so in dike transport.

That is, standing dikes in elastic cracks operate more

on an integrated, columnwide, density and the

strength of the walls rather than on the local buoy-

ancy at each horizon. The extreme paucity of

mantle-like ulramafic xenoliths may also reflect the

slow diapiric mode of transfer where the same con-

duit is used over and over, making the column

traveled thermally and chemically insulated from

access to primitive lithospheric rock.

6.07.10.5 Subduction Regime

Perhaps the most unusual aspect of arc magmatism is

the deep presence of the wedge flow of astheno-

spheric mantle driven by the subducting plate

(Figure 33). At shallow depths, the subducting litho-

sphere is in fault contact with the adjacent arc

lithosphere. The depth extent of this contact is com-

monly 70–100 km, but may be much longer in

continental terrains where the lithosphere or tecto-

sphere can be very old and thicker as in some places

along the subduction zone of South America. The

nature of the arc lithosphere is also not well known in

many areas. Below this depth of fault contact, the

subducting plate is in contact with the mantle

wedge or asthenosphere, a high-viscosity fluid

(�1017 Pa s). In most regions, this is the so-called

seismic ‘low-velocity zone’, reflecting incipient melt-

ing at the solidus of the regional mantle country rock.

The asthenosphere in this wedge-shaped region

adheres to the upper boundary with the arc litho-

sphere and at the same time is dragged downward by

the motion of subduction. The streamlines, depicting

the mass transfer, due to this dragging tilt upward in

direct response to the angle of subduction. This flow

field is found by solving the biharmonic equation for

viscous flow, which comes from the Navier–Stokes

equation. A key feature of this flow is that the asso-

ciated stress field creates a traction or coupling

between the two plates that, in effect, welds them

together along the lithosphere-to-lithosphere fault

contact. This junction is locked in place, and the

volcanic front, as we have already seen, reflects this

intimate connection.

This is an unusual flow in several regards. First,

the flow is the same at all distances from the corner.

The upper part is essentially a parabolic flow

between parallel plates and the lower half is a shear

flow. For conservation of mass, all the fluid in the top

half must turn and flow through the lower half of the

flow field. Along the plane of symmetry fluid moves

from one side of the flow to the other. This flow is

directed normal to the face of the subducting plate.

Although normally at great distance from the plate

interface, with approach to the corner this flow

becomes arbitrary close to the plate. It is in exactly

above this corner region where the volcanic front is

found. Second, since the downgoing plate is cold and

the flow above it is mostly a shear flow, with stream-

lines parallel to the plate, a cold thermal boundary
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Figure 33 (upper) The flow of mantle material within the

asthenospheric wedge induced by subduction, with the

streams lines shown. (lower) The position and development

of the cold thermal boundary layer at the slab–wedge

interface; also shown is the strong thinning in the boundary

layer near the corner and directly beneath the volcanic front.

The inset diagram shows the trajectory of ascent of a diapir

of mush from the slab as it traverses the wedge flow and

repeatedly enters the same spot within the overlying arc

lithosphere.
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layer develo ps near the corner and thickens down the

plate. T his thickness �T can be estimated from eqn

[2] as a function of distance (x) from the corner,

which is measured by x¼ t/V, where t is time and V

is the subduction velocity. Then,

�T ¼ C
ffiffiffiffi

K
p x

V

h i1=2

½25�

where C is a constant of order 1 and K is thermal

diffusivity. The boundary layer thickens downward

(see Figure 33) along the plate as x1/2, and it thins

or thickens inversely with V1/2. At a common distance

from the corner, slow plates have much thicker bound-

ary layers than fast-moving plates. This behavior is

very much akin to the growth of the lithosphere itself

as it moves away from ocean ridges. In this respect, is

also critical to recognize that any diffusive process

associated with the plate, including chemical diffusion

involving volatiles, will have a similar boundary layer

development. The third unusual feature of this envir-

onment is the corner region where the motion goes

from a fault interface controlled by friction to a fluid–

solid interface dominated by a shear flow; friction is

also involved but to a lesser extent. In a shear flow like

this, heat flow is produced according to q¼V	 , where

	 is the local shear stress (	 ¼�(dV/dy), where � is

viscosity and y is the coordinate normal to the plate).

But within the arc plate, with approach to the surface,

the effective thermal boundary thickness becomes

very large.

There are thus two key features in this regime that

fundamentally affect the production of magma. One is

that the corner flow continually brings into the wedge

region hotter mantle material from greater depths, and

this material is continually brought in contact with the

subducting plate. It continually coats the plate and the

cold thermal boundary layer is never allowed to

become unusually large, as it would if the corner

were stagnant. Second, the thermal boundary layer

becomes pinched near the corner as the corner flow

turns and becomes a shear flow. This thermal pinch is

exactly below the volcanic front, and it, in effect,

intimately ties the spatial position of the front to the

position of the plate. The thermal regime inside the

subducting plate is also central to understanding how

magma might be produced.

6.07.10.6 Subducting Plate Internal State

Two key processes within the downgoing plate

affecting the production of magma are the thermal

regime and the transport of hydrothermal fluids. The

oceanic crust at the surface of the plate has a strong

chemical affinity to arc basalts and is clearly a prime

potential location for magma production. But as men-

tioned already, it is commonly considered too cold to

undergo melting. This impression stems from early

thermal models (e.g., Toksoz and Bird, 1977) and also

from the fact that the slab interface was once on the

seafloor, the coldest part of the lithosphere.

6.07.10.6.1 Thermal regime

This latter impression can be appreciated by recal-

ling that if two solids at contrasting temperatures

T1 and T2 are abruptly brought into contact, the

temperature of the interface (Ti) immediately

becomes the average of the two initial temperatures,

Ti¼ 0.5(T1þT2) (e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 1982).

For seafloor rock at 0�C brought up against mantle

wedge at, say, 1300�C, the crust interface would thus

achieve a temperature of about 650�C, which is well

below the solidus. The problem with this result is

that the thermal path that the slab takes between

leaving the seafloor and reaching a depth of

�125 km must be considered. The section where

the two plates are in fault contact is especially critical

as the frictional interaction produces heat and there is

strong evidence that at shallow depths (0–50 km) the

preponderance of earthquakes is along this interface,

and at great depths the strong band of earthquakes

migrates slightly deeper into the plate to perhaps a

depth of 10–20 km below the interface. So, the tem-

perature calculated here is an absolute minimum;

frictional heating will preheat the oceanic crust

such that when it enters the asthenosphere it will

attain a significantly higher temperature. And the

inclusion of the flow in the wedge is essential to

achieve for any realistic estimate of the prevailing

temperature along the slab interface. The full pro-

blem is quite involved and of the many studies that of

Kincaid and Sacks (1997) is notable for its thorough-

ness (they also give an extensive review of associated

seismic and tectonic studies). They find that near the

corner, in the location indicated by the flow in

Figure 33, there is positive temperature anomaly of

about 80–100�C at the slab–asthenosphere interface;

over a thin (maybe only tens of meters), the oceanic

crust may be brought to a temperature of about

1350�C. This is enough to initiate melting, and that

this spot is exactly below the volcanic front is impor-

tant. This spot is also tied to the plate-to-plate

junction and may well determine the position of the

volcanic front.
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6.07.10.6.2 Hydrothermal flows

Being a solid, the thermal regime internal to the

subducting plate is usually considered as solely due

to heat conduction and this is certainly true to first

order. But there is also hydrothermal circulation in

response to dehydration. This reflects extensive

hydrothermal circulation starting at the ridge and

extensive alteration and exchange between the sea-

water and the oceanic crust. This exchange takes

place over tens of millions of years. The principal

effect is to alter the original minerals to hydrothermal

equivalents, thus partially hydrating the oceanic crust.

For example, olivine is partly altered to serpentine,

plagioclase feldspar to forms of sericite, and clinopyr-

oxene to hornblende. Although this alteration can be

extensive in local areas, overall these effects probably

do not affect more than about 15–20 vol.% of the crust.

What is much more pervasive is exchange at the

isotopic level involving, for example, oxygen

(18O/16O) and strontium (87Sr/86Sr), which can take

place at high temperature and leave little to no visual

trace. Fresh glassy MORBs erupted at the ridges com-

monly have, for example, initial 87Sr/86Sr near 0.702 5

and, with ocean water at 0.709 0, after about 30–40 My

the oceanic crust, which has migrated to significant

distances from the ridge crest, now has an 87Sr/86Sr

closer to 0.704 0. These variations in depth are found

in ophiolites (e.g., Gregory and Taylor, 1981) where a

net increase is found in 87Sr/86Sr, but �18O is increased

at the crust top (�þ12 per mil) due to low tempera-

ture exchange and decreased at the crust base due to

high temperature exchange such that the integrated

effect is �5.8 mil�1, which is the normal value of fresh

MORB. Thus there is no net exchange in �18O.

As the plate subducts and becomes heated, a new

hydrothermal circulation system sets up due to phase

transformations associated with dehydration. Because

of the large horizontal temperature gradient across

the oceanic crust the form of this flow is horizontal

and upward, which, in effect, makes it helical. This

flow is confined only to parts of the plate where there

is sufficient permeability to allow flow. Similar

hydrothermal flows have been studied over extensive

regions about solidifying plutons and the patterns

and basic mechanics of these flows are well known.

Permeability is directly tied to the temperature and

brittleness of rocks, and from these studies it is abun-

dantly clear that rocks are sealed beyond

temperatures of about 700�C. For this reason, this

hydrothermal flow is confined wholly within the

oceanic crust, which is the coldest, most brittle part

of the subducting slab. Moreover, the region has been

(and is being) subjected to extreme fracturing

in response to earthquakes; each cubic kilometer

experiences about 10 000 events during subduction.

This makes a strong permeability guide within

the oceanic crust. At the same time, for these same

reasons, the overlying asthenosphere in the wedge is

tightly sealed; it is hot and weak and has nil perme-

ability. Hydrothermal fluids released from the plate

do not enter the overlying mantle wedge – they

travel upward and repeatedly cycle across the ocea-

nic crust (see Figure 34). This flow has a critical

effect on the chemical nature of the subducting plate.

This intense, internally confined flow redistri-

butes the initial variations in �18O and 87Sr/86Sr.

Because from the interaction with seawater there

has been no net gain in �18O, it is reset to its normal

value of �5.8. But because the crust has gained 87Sr

from seawater, there is a net increase throughout the

crust in 87Sr/86Sr to a value of �0.704 0. The low

solubility of isotopes like 143Nd/144Nd in seawater

hence does not produce a corresponding effect on the

oceanic crust. But perhaps the most remarkable and

underappreciated effect of this flow is to produce an

unusual skarn as it comes in contact with the slab–

mantle interface. The flow cannot penetrate the man-

tle, but this interface, due to all the ongoing faulting

and shear, is certainly a mechanical breccia of both

rock types, namely, high-pressure MORB (i.e., quartz

eclogite) and garnet peridotite. The hydrothermal

flow is in approximate chemical equilibrium with

the MORB crust, but far from equilibrium with the

peridotite. As soon as it touches this hot heteroge-

neous rock, it precipitates out phases to bring it closer

to equilibrium. Although the nature of this ‘slab-

skarn’ assemblage is not as yet known with any exact-

ness, it will be rich in trace elements like Ba, Rb, and

elements with similar geochemical affinities. Thus

the most likely area of magma production has a

MORB-like bulk composition with an enrichment

of some trace elements.

6.07.10.7 The Source of Arc Magma

Although the more popular source of arc magmas

is from melting of peridotitic material within the

asthenospheric wedge due to fluxing from volatiles

escaping from the subducting plate, this is unlikely

for several fundamental reasons. First, because of

its high temperature the wedge is sealed to hydro-

thermal flows. Second, the composition of the

predominant basalt found in island arcs has an

exceedingly close chemical affinity to subducted
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MORB and virtually none to the wedge peridotite.

Third, the strong focusing of arc volcanic centers at

the surface, with very little dispersion, over millions

of years, links it to a magmatic source that is virtually

static with respect to the plate–plate subduction con-

figuration. This cannot be achieved through magma

production within the wedge flow regime.

The major elements of magma dominate the mass

of the magma, take the most energy to change, and are

therefore the most diagnostic deciding source charac-

teristics. The close chemical affinity of melts from the

plate to HAB, the arc parental magma, can be seen by

comparing HAB melts with melts from both the plate

and the wedge. This is shown by Figure 35, where

melt composition is shown as a function of degree of

melting at 30–40 kb (3–4 GPa). Across each panel are

horizontal lines representing HAB composition and

intersections or matches with melt from either of the

two source rocks is indicated. No matches are found

for melt from the peridotitic wedge material, but

matches are almost complete for each of the major

elements for slab melting. It is particularly notable that

slab melts are low in MgO content. This reflects a

fundamental chemical property of this source rock in

that the MgO content cannot exceed about 7.5 wt.%.

This is also a fundamental property of HAB. That is,

arc basalts are characteristically low in MgO. For HAB

from mature volcanic centers at SiO2 �50 wt.%, MgO

content is typically about 4–5 wt.%. Some arc basalts

are also found with significantly higher MgO, but

these can almost universally be demonstrated to have

suffered contamination with tramp olivine debris from

lithospheric wall rock. Moreover, these basalts are also

almost always from arc supercenters where there has

been an unusually large eruptive flux. Large eruptive

fluxes, like at Kilauea, lead to strong heating of the

lithosphere wall rock, which causes structural weak-

ening and collapse, furnishing peridotitic debris for

entrainments by ascending arc HAB. Careful petro-

graphic inspection of basalts with elevated MgO and/

or Ni commonly reveals fragments of unzoned, often

slightly strained, highly forsteritic (�Fo92) olivine

from the lithosphere. Because of the inherent assump-

tion that magmas of high MgO contents are primitive

and thus parental to the lower MgO suite, these con-

taminated basalts are often mistakenly assumed to be

fundamental to the arc magmatic system. A second

distinctive chemical feature of arc HAB is the elevated

Al2O3 content (16–20 wt.%), which is reflected by

high modal contents of plagioclase in the plutons and

lavas. These high plagioclase contents give arc basalts

their characteristic gray appearance.
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plate. This flow redistributes the concentrations of certain isotopes and trace elements within the slab. No fluid penetrates the

overlying asthenospheric wedge.
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6.07.10.7.1 Slab quartz-eclogite

These chemical features also reflect the basic high-

pressure mineralogy of the subducted oceanic crust. At

pressures of 2–3 GPa, the MORB mineral assemblage

of plagioclase, olivine, clinopyroxene, and Fe–Ti oxi-

des transforms to quartz, garnet, jadeitic pyroxene,

rutile, sanadine, and possibly kyanite, which is a

quartz-eclogite. In comparison to the pervasive peri-

dotitic country rock of the mantle at these depths, this

quartz-bearing source rock is highly unusual. Melting

of this assemblage produces the characteristic arc HAB

bulk composition. A notable feature of this assemblage

is the high modal content of garnet, which will

strongly fractionate the concentration of REEs in the

ensuing melt. That this is not observed in arc HAB has

long been taken to be evidence that garnet, and hence

also the slab itself, is not a reasonable source rock. But

this conclusion assumes melt extraction takes place at

a sufficiently high pressure to assure that garnet is still

a dominant phase, which may be dynamically unli-

kely. That is, magma ascends because it is buoyant

relative to its surroundings. And to become buoyant,

or gravitationally unstable, only enough melting to

make the mushy assemblage less dense than the sur-

roundings is necessary. Further extensive melting will

take place during ascension. The requisite amount

of melting necessary to extract a melt free of solids

will be, as in solidification fronts, �50 vol.%. Melt

extraction is also possible at lower degrees of melting

due to compaction (e.g., Mckenzie, 1984), but in the

slab this is probably inoperative because of the highly

limited thickness of material involved, which makes

compaction weak. Gravitational instability may take

place after only about 10–15 vol.% melting, and the

mushy assemblage may rise 20–30 km before enough

additional melting takes place to enable the solids to

repack and free a nearly crystal-free melt. By this

point (i.e., �2–2.5 GPa), garnet, although still present,

is a relatively minor phase, and the REE pattern

fits that observed in the arc HAB. A critically impor-

tant physical aspect of this process is the unusually

narrow liquidus–solidus relation of quartz-eclogite,

which may be as small as 50–70�C. This means that

once the temperature reaches this point, partial

melting, melt production, and instability take place

rapidly with relatively little rise in temperature.

The process, in effect, has a trigger point that may

spontaneously generate magma and diapers once

the melting point is reached. This is in striking con-

trast to peridotitic mantle rock where the melting
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range is about 500–600�C (where melting takes place

gradually).

The corollary of this deep-phase equilibria is the

phase equilibria of arc HAB itself, which is shown for

an Aleutian basalt by Figure 36 as determined by

Baker and Eggler. A striking feature of this phase

diagram is the phase rosette near 2 GPa defined by

plagioclase, garnet, and clinopyroxene. These are

phases also common to quartz-eclogite, which sug-

gests that at this point these two rocks (i.e., HAB and

quartz-eclogite) would be in equilibrium. This also

suggests, alternatively, that this arc HAB may have

been extracted from a mush of quartz-eclogite that

rose buoyantly to this level. Similar rosette features

were long looked for (to no avail) in MORB phase

equilibria to identify the point of extraction from

peridotitic mantle, and here in arc HAB this feature

seems to have been overlooked.

6.07.10.8 Diapirism, Rayleigh–Taylor

Instability, and Volcano Spacing

In this process of magmatism triggered by the tem-

perature of the slab surface reaching a critical point, a

thin band or ribbon of buoyant mush is produced

everywhere beneath the arc on the surface of the

subducting plate. A layer of lower-density material

beneath higher-density material initiates a collective

gravitational instability that leads to the formation of

a family of (ideally) evenly spaced plumes or diapirs

of the buoyant material (see Figure 37). The distance

between the diapirs is given by

d ¼
2�h2

2:15

�1

�2

� �1=3

½26�

where h2 is the buoyant layer thickness and �1 and �2

are, respectively, the viscosity of the overlying man-

tle and the mush. The radius of the diapir is given by

a ¼ 0:53h2

�1

�2

� �1=4

½27�

If these equations are used in concert along with

conservation of mass and the observed spacing of arc

volcanic centers, an estimate can be made of the

nature of the source region. The source region is

thin (50–100 m), highly viscous (�1010 Pa s), and the

diapirs have a radius of �3 km. Not only do these

estimates seem reasonable, but there are dynamic

features of this process that fit or correlate well with

the general observed style of magmatism.

The overall magmatic process is driven by the

production of buoyant mush, loading the system to

the point of systematic instability, which relatively

rapidly unloads the system over and over. This is

triggered by simply the temperature at the slab inter-

face reaching above the solidus of the quartz-eclogite.

Evenly spaced diapirs of mush rise into the convecting

mantle wedge, traverse it, and essentially burn a hole

upward through the overlying lithosphere. The hot
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diapirs soften the wall rock allowing it to flow around

the diapir. Early diapirs undoubtedly stagnate before

reaching the surface, but continued use by later diapirs

eventually makes a path to the surface. This process

chemically and thermally insulates the pathway,

allowing later magmas to travel to the surface without

suffering undue thermal and chemical contamination.

Extraction of standard arc HAB takes place during

ascent. Diapirs can traverse the mantle wedge and

repeatedly enter exactly the same pathway point at

the base of the arc lithosphere because the flow

through the wedge, across any vertical section, obeys

conservation of mass. Any diapir ascending at constant

velocity entering this flow on one margin will exit the

flow at exactly the same vertical point on the opposite

margin. This will not be so for a magma generated

‘within’ the wedge region. The ribbon of melting on

the slab surface will spread down-dip at the rate of

subduction. Once the melt ribbon reaches a distance d

down-dip, a new instability will commence. For typi-

cal subduction rates, this will occur about 3 My after

the first instability, which is the time of appearance of

the sporadic volcanoes of the secondary arcs, like

Leskov in the Scotia arc and Amak in the Aleutians.

Because of the angle of dip (
) of the unstable layer,

the spacing of these centers will be d cos(
), which is

also observed.

6.07.10.9 Alkali Basalts Posterior to Arcs

Scattered behind many island arcs are contemporary

alkali basalt volcanoes. These are very much unlike

arc magmas in composition and spatial distribution.

They are scattered over a vast region, are silica poor,

alkali rich, commonly contain ultramafic nodules,

and have an isotopic identity closely linking them

to peridotitic source rock. Unlike arc HAB, every-

thing about them suggests a mantle, not a slab,

identity. These are exactly the characteristic magmas

expected to be generated within the flowing mantle

wedge. The stream lines of flow in the wedge are

inclined upward as the flow moves into the corner

region above the subducting plate. Already at the

point of melting, this convective rise initiates further

melting resulting in sporadic, disorganized volcanism

on the surface.

6.07.10.10 The Arc Magmatic System

Arc magmatism is a mechanical system controlled

by subduction of a MORB-like crust that is inti-

mately coupled, physically and thermally, to the

flow induced in the wedge region above the plate.

Melting is initiated by this flow, which triggers a

collective gravitational instability bringing magma

periodically to the surface at prescribed locations

over long periods of time. The entire process is

buttressed by chemical processes that reflect, but do

not control, the physical processes. The detailed che-

mical processes, at all levels, are best understood

through an appreciation of the overall physical

dynamics of the full system.

6.07.11 Solidification Front
Differentiation Processes

6.07.11.1 Introduction

Magmatic systems, regardless of setting, are all

broadly similar in the basic nature of the physical

and chemical processes that shape the final product.

The gain and loss of crystals, both indigenous and

exotic or xenocrystic, their type, size, concentration,

and length of time in contact with the melt are

fundamental to the chemical evolution of the

magma. But it is the dynamic role of solidification

fronts that sets at any time the prevailing magmatic

processes that go to determine the spatial pattern of

rocks seen in the field and the temporal eruptive

sequence of lavas. Crystal fractionation from the

interiors of magma chambers, the classical approach

to chemical differentiation, is not a realistic process.

We have seen that the fundamental difficulty in

achieving high degrees of chemical fractionation is

that the silica-rich residual melt resides deep within

solidification fronts where it is inaccessible to extrac-

tion accumulation, transport, and eruption. Given the

observed diversity of igneous rocks on Earth and

even at some small volcanoes, there are, clearly,

other processes operating within solidification fronts

that produce strong, bimodal chemical fractionation

effects. The tearing open of solidification fronts

under gravitational instability, flushing of residual

melt from the front, and the sidewall upflow of resi-

dual melt are three key differentiation processes.

These are processes that operate on relatively small

spatial scales (1–10 m) but lead to planetary-scale

differentiation effects.

6.07.11.2 Solidification Front Instability

A detailed examination of almost any thick basaltic

sill reveals in the upper parts the presence of inter-

digitating lenses of silicic material (see Figure 38).
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The lenses often begin thin and small near the sill

roof and increase in thickness and length up to,

respectively, �1 m and 20–30 m at a depth of about

25% full sill thickness. These bodies have been called

by many names from pegmatitic segregations to

silicic segregations to silicic schlieren to granophyres

(e.g., Walker, 1956). As these names suggest, silicic

segregations are significantly enriched in silica over

the bulk composition of the sill, commonly

�60–65 wt.% SiO2 versus �55 wt.% SiO2. They are

also coarser grained and their physical form often

suggests that they fill tears and fractures in the sill.

A likely mechanism of formation is by internal failure

or tearing of the solidification front (Marsh, 2002).

Roof solidification fronts are generally denser

than the underlying uncrystallized magma, and as

they thicken they will eventually fail under the

action of gravity, producing internal gashes that fill

with local residual melt. The process is similar to

hanging an old rug from the ceiling and fastening

weights along the lower edge. As more and more

weight is added, the rug will eventually tear horizon-

tally at the weakest spots. Solidification fronts tear

where there is enough strength to fracture, which is

within the rigid crust (see Figures 4 and 5). The

internal distribution of both weight and strength

within the solidification front are determined by

the spatial increase in crystallinity with decreasing

temperature. To avoid tearing, the local strength of

the solidification front must increase proportionally

with weight, and strength comes from increasing

crystallinity. But crystallinity changes are dictated

by phase equilibria and not by strength constraints.

The noncovariant variation of strength and crystal-

linity sets the physical conditions for solidification

front instability. With initiation of tearing, local

interstitial melt is drawn into the tears. Due to con-

servation of mass, the infilling melt must come from

below the tear, and the texture of the segregation

reflects the filling process.
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Prior to the tearing, from phase equilibria consid-

erations, the interstitial melt is contained in the

solidification front at a crystallinity of about 60–65

vol.%. The melt is multiply saturated with solid

phases, and with tearing the local melt can now

grow large (�1–10 cm) pegmatitic crystals of clino-

pyroxene, often in symplectic intergrowths with

plagioclase. The melt arriving from lower in the

solidification front is slightly hotter and as it cools it

forms progressively smaller crystals downward in the

segregation. The texture of the segregation is, thus,

coarse at the top and finer downward, reflecting the

filling process. This is just the opposite of expected if

the segregations were blobs of residual melt from the

lower solidification front that escaped and entered

the upper solidification front.

Once generated, the silicic differentiates are

almost impossible to remove or assimilate back into

the basaltic magma. If the whole system became

molten they will maintain their physical and chemi-

cal identity due to their contrast in viscosity, and

being at near-chemical equilibrium they will not be

assimilated by diffusion. Due to their density contrast

they will, however, given the chance, tend to collect

at the top of the system and undergo compaction into

large silicic masses. Some large dolerite sills have

large bulbous masses of such rock at the upper con-

tacts. The inordinately large volume of these masses

relative to the associated sill, the thin chilled margins

of dolerite separating the mass from the country rock,

and the often sharp contacts between the dolerite and

the granophyre all suggest that these bodies have

formed from reprocessing of basaltic bodies contain-

ing silicic segregations. This may be a process

operating on many scales that contributes to building

continental crust. It may today be operating at the

ocean ridges in the formation of plagiogranite lenses

and also in the crust of Iceland to form large bodies of

rhyolite.

6.07.11.3 Silicic Segregations and Crust

Reprocessing in Iceland

Silicic segregations are essentially unavoidable to

form within any basaltic solidification front, yet

they are spatially distributed and can only be col-

lected if they are freed from the rock through

wholesale melting. Large-scale systematic melting

as in rifting provides a setting where this process

can operate efficiently. The ideal locality for

repeated rifting of basaltic terranes is at immobile

oceanic volcanic centers where the crust can be

reprocessed over and over. This promotes a strong

bimodality of crustal composition. About 18% of the

surface rocks of Iceland are highly silicic rhyolites.

This is in striking contrast to Hawaii, where there are

no rhyolitic rocks at all. Deep drilling in Iceland

shows the crust laden with lenses and pockets of

silicic segregations and coupled with a local ocean

ridge that has periodically relocated into older crust,

allowing for widespread remelting and conditions

ideal for accumulating large amounts of silicic mate-

rial. Detailed petrologic studies of the 200 km3

rhyolite mass at Torfajokull Caldera shows that this

body was formed by this process (Gunnarsson et al.,

1998). Fissures propagating into older crust bring hot

basaltic magma into thin warm crust, which promote

progressive wholesale melting via melting fronts pro-

pagating outward into the country rock. Because of

heterogeneous melting the wall rock undergoes

large-scale failure, freeing silicic segregations that

collect into large masses of rhyolitic magma and

sometimes erupt from the same craters as the basalts.

This process is depicted by Figure 39. This overall

process of collecting silicic segregations is very much

akin to the emulsion coalescence that occurred in the

Sudbury impact melt sheet. The net result of mag-

matic processes of this type is a bimodal suite of

compositions characterized at each end by a basaltic

and a silicic member.

6.07.11.4 Sidewall Upflow

Another means for escape of residual silicic melt

from deep within solidification fronts is by upward

flow along steep lateral walls. Since all magmas

are contained within solidification fronts, some

bodies will have tall steep lateral margins where

low density residual melt can flow upward under

Darcian dynamics and collect at higher levels (see

Figure 40). This can only happen if the advance of

the solidification front is slow enough to allow

upward flow through the porous solidification front.

In the upper crust solidification fronts move rapidly

in response to high cooling rates, but with increasing

depths in the crust cooling becomes increasing slow.

This retards the inward advance of the solidus, mark-

ing the rear of the solidification front, allowing ample

time for upward flow of viscous melt. Unlike the

idealized flows that are depicted in Figure 2, these

realistic flows occur deep within the solidification

front and not along hard walls where residual fluid

can essentially stream upward and collect rapidly at
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the roof of the system. The flow is governed by

Darcy’s equation,

Vm ¼ KD

�

qP

qZ
þ ��g

� �

½28�

where Vm is the Darcy velocity, which is a measure of

the melt flux per unit area, KD is permeability, � is

melt viscosity, P is pressure, z is the spatial coordi-

nate, �� is density contrast, and g is gravity. It is

critical to note here that both m and KD change

strongly with distance outward in the solidification

front; � increases and KD decreases such that the

quantity KD/� decreases strongly with approach to

the solidus. This regulates the flow and there is an

optimum position within the rear of the solidification

front where melt is most efficient at flowing upward.

The slower the solidification front moves the more

silicic is the optimum melt. In the upper crust, the

dominant melt has a composition of about 55 wt.%

SiO2, and in the lower crust it approaches 65 wt.%.

The buildup of volatiles in the residual melt helps

the overall process.

6.07.11.5 Fissure Flushing

A broadly similar process to melt flow through the

rear of a steep solidification front is the flushing of

residual melt from an aging solidification front span-

ning a fissure or other sheet-like body. The process is

depicted by Figure 41. During times of repose in

magmatic systems, the driving pressure relaxes, con-

duit walls press in on the remaining magma, and

solidification fronts move in from the lateral walls.

The fronts eventually meet and form a bridge of
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crystals across the conduit. As solidification proceeds,

the interstitial melt becomes progressively enriched

in silica as a function of position within the conduit.

When the repose period ends and magma flow

resumes, magma coursing this conduit will flush

the residual melt from the crystalline matrix of

solids. This melt will be distinctive in its differen-

tiated chemical composition, which will appear

chemically indistinguishable to crystal fractionation,

and also in the telltale clots of crystals torn from the

solidification front during eviction. It is processes like

this that undoubtedly give rise to mildly differen-

tiated magmas at many locations in large, long-lived

magmatic systems like Hawaii. Another characteris-

tic of these events is their optimum near-surface

location on flanks of the volcano where magma trans-

port in fissures is common. The 1955 Kilauea

eruption produced lava with these characteristics

(Wright and Fiske, 1971) and the ongoing eruptions

of Puu Oo also show some of these features (e.g.,

Garcia et al., 1989).

6.07.12 Magmatic Systems

Earth’s surface displays a rich diversity of igneous

rock from which most other rocks are derived.

The majority of igneous rocks are either oceanic-

floor basalts or continental granitics. The processes

that produce this strong bimodality are physical pro-

cesses, buttressed by chemical processes, associated

with a prevailing tectonic theme. Mantle convection

gives rise to seafloor spreading and a distinct style of

magma production and evolution in a steady-state

standing magmatic mush column capped by a passive

thin sill. No continental silicic material is produced.

The seafloor is an enormous gabbroic batholith.

Silicic noise is produced within the solidification
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fronts of basaltic systems on small local scales. The

key to accentuating and enhancing this silicic signal

is through systematic reprocessing. Remelting of the

oceanic crust in subduction zones, during massive

bolide impacts, in areas like Iceland, and in other

immobile crustal welts, accumulates this silicic mate-

rial into viable rock masses.

Magmatic processes in and of themselves operate

within a vast array of tectonic environments, but the

processes involved in the behavior and evolution of

magma are finite and understandable within a clear

physical and chemical framework. The key to ana-

lyzing magmatic systems is to gain an integrated

physical perspective of the overall process of

magma production, transport, and emplacement or

eruption. Magmas chemically evolve through the

gain and loss of crystals, which is governed by

entrainment of exotic crystals in addition to those

nucleated and grown within the magma itself. But it

is the understanding of the intimate coupling of

spatial physical relations and processes with phase

equilibria that furnishes the greatest insight into the

true processes that shape the magma and the Earth

itself.
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